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SOUTH AREA STILL WATERS 1995 NOVEMBER SURVEYS
SUMMARY
Results of the November 1995 South Area Still Waters survey are presented. Ten 
of the water bodies (Betley, Budworth, Combermere, Hatchmere, Oak mere, Pick 
mere, Redes, Rostherne, Tabley, and Tatton) are Cheshire meres previously 
surveyed in November 1994 and May 1995. Eight others (Chapel Mere, Little 
Mere, Marbury Mere, Mere Mere, Oss Mere, Petty Pool, Quoisley Big Mere and 
Tabley Moat) were surveyed for the first time. Two other lakes, Carr Mill Dam 
and Pennington Flash, were surveyed. Neither of these are considered to be part 
of the Cheshire meres group of lakes but are of a Regional interest.
During the November 1995 survey only one still water, Rostherne mere, was 
thermally stratified. Rostherne was also the only lake to be deoxygenated at any 
point in the water column. Redes Mere, Oss Mere and Little Mere showed 
significant falls in dissolved oxygen with depth, notable given the shallowness (< 4 
m) of these lakes.
Dissolved oxygen levels were lower in 1995 than 1994, except for those lakes 
were chlorophyll a concentrations at the time of sampling were noticeably greater 
in the second year.
Changes in nutrient levels, 1994 to 1995, showed concentrations of phosphorus in 
general to increase, while concentrations of nitrogen fell. The rates of input of 
nitrogen and phosphorus to the lakes must have differed for the two years.
The high levels of chlorophyll a found in some of the meres, e.g. Mere Mere 213 
μg/l, Tabley Moat 79 (μg/l, Redes 77μg/l and Betley mere 70 μg/l, show that these 
still waters may still be highly productive as late in the year as mid November. The 
productivity of still waters is highly dynamic and the true maximum and mean 
levels cannot be gauged accurately from a 'snap shot1 survey such as this. This 
point is exemplified by the wide difference in chlorophyll a concentrations found in 
Betley (6.3 and 70 |μg/l) and Redes mere (11.8 and 77 μg/l) in 1994 and 1995.
Little can be concluded about the lakes surveyed for the first time in November 
1995 on the basis of a single survey, however the low levels of dissolved oxygen 
found at the bottom of Little Mere and Oss Mere are worrying. Levels of total 
phosphorus in Chapel Mere were twice the level (1660 μg/l) found in any other 
mere, and nutrient levels in Carr Mill Dam were generally high.
The specific conductivity of a number of lakes, particularly Pick Mere and 
Rostherne Mere, appears to have increased markedly since 1976.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Twenty lakes were surveyed in November 1995 as part of a rolling program 
examining the water quality of South Area still waters. Ten of these lakes (Betley, 
Budworth, Combermere, Hatchmere, Oak mere, Pick mere, Redes, Rostherne, 
Tabley, and Tatton) were Cheshire meres previously surveyed in November 1994 
and May 1995 (see reports MSP-CHE-95-01 and MSP-CME-95-02). Eight of the 
other lakes (Chapel Mere, Little Mere, Marbury Mere, Mere Mere, Oss Mere, 
Petty Pool, Quoisley Big Mere and Tabley Moat) were Cheshire meres surveyed 
for the first time.
Carr Mill Dam and Pennington Flash lie to the north of the River Mersey and are 
not considered to be part of the Cheshire meres group of lakes. Concern over the 
water quality of these two still water bodies have been expressed by South Area 
staff, leading to there inclusion in this survey program.
The group of ten lakes which were surveyed for the first time in November 1995 
are referred to hereafter as Group 2 Lakes, this term is arbitrary and has no 
meaning outside of this report.
Firstly the results of the November 1995 survey are reported for all the lakes 
sampled. A comparison is made between the results of the November 1994 and 
1995 surveys for those lakes surveyed on both occasions.
2.0 METHODOLOGY
The methodology employed was largely identical to that detailed in the report 
MSP-CME-95-01. Sample points were chosen to cover the deeper parts of the 
lake whilst at the same time giving good spatial coverage. Visual estimates were 
made during the surveys of the percentage of the lake shoreline covered by 
grassland, woodland, macrophytes, and/or artificial embankment.
Equipment failure lead to only one site being surveyed on Tatton Mere. The site 
chosen was near to the deepest point of the mere.
No algal samples were taken for any of the lakes.
3.0 RESULTS
In November 1995, twenty South Area still waters were surveyed as listed above. 
Appendix 1 lists each mere, the location of each sampling site (NGR) along with 
its Secchi depth, and the time of sampling. In Appendix 2 graphs illustrate water
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column profiles for physico-chemical parameters; and bar charts describe surface 
and bottom water concentrations of parameters such as nutrients. Appendix 3 lists 
mean values for solids, chlorophyll a, and nutrients for both top and bottom 
samples. Appendix 4 lists all raw data, and Appendix 5 gives rough estimates of 
shoreline land use types.
In Appendix 6 a number of reports on the Hydrology of Oakmere are summarised.
3.1 Water Column Profiles.
Examination of the water profiles shows Rostherne alone to have been thermally 
stratified at the time of the survey. None of the other lakes shows a significant 
vertical 'structure' in temperature, pH or specific conductivity measurements. A 
number of lakes do however show a fall in dissolved oxygen (% saturation) with 
depth, including:
Combermere. A slight fall in DO from around 54 to 44 % saturation was seen 
below 8 m.
Little Mere. Dissolved oxygen was seen to fall from 57 % saturation at the surface 
to 28 % at only 1.8 m depth.
Mere Mere. A gradual fall in DO with depth was observed, from 59 % saturation 
at the surface to 40 % at 6.4 m.
Redes Mere. DO fell of sharply from a surface level of 106 % saturation to only 
60 % at 2.6 m.
Tatton Mere. For the one point surveyed a gradual fall in DO with depth was 
observed from 76 % saturation at the surface to 63 % at 7.6 m.
A strong relationship between pH and dissolved oxygen for the entire set of lakes, 
with the exception of Oakmere, is observed. This relationship was already noted 
for a subset of the lakes in report MSP-CME-95-02.
3.2 Nutrients
With the exception of suspended solids results given in mg/1, all other parameters 
in this section are expressed in (o.g/1. It is important to note that due to the 
limitations of the equipment bottom samples could only be taken at depths down 
to 16 m. Consequently data given for Rostherne sites 1, 2 and 3 are not true
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bottom results. This distinction is important since for Rostherne, the thermocline 
exists between 14 and 18 meters.
Table 1 lists for each parameter measured the mean level found in each lake, with 
the lakes given in order of decreasing concentration. Results for top samples are 
given in Table la, and results for bottom samples in Table lb. For those meres 
surveyed in November 1994 the mean nutrient concentrations are given in bold.
The following notes apply to these Tables:
1) Due to equipment failure only one site was surveyed on Tatton Mere. The 
results from this one site are used instead of mean values.
2) For Betley Mere and Oss Mere incomplete analyses were carried out on the 
samples from one site.
3) Total phosphorus top and bottom results were consistently different for 
only Rostherne mere. In this case bottom values, mean 561 μg/litre were greater 
than top values, mean 218 μg/litre.
Silicate top and bottom results were consistently different only for Rostherne 
Mere. In this case bottom values, mean 3233 (μg/litre were greater than top 
values, mean 1390 μg/litre. „
ortho-phosphate top and bottom results were consistently different only for 
Rostherne Mere. In this case bottom values, mean 483 μg/litre were greater than 
top values, mean 202 |ig/litre.
Ammonia top and bottom results were consistently different only for Rostherne 
Mere. In this case bottom values, mean 932 μg/litre were greater than top values, 
mean 91.
For nitrate no lake displayed a clear difference between surface and bottom 
samples. Mere Mere site 1 bottom showed a greater concentration than either of 
the other two bottom samples taken and has not been accounted for in the mean 
value given in Table lb.
Nitrite top and bottom results were consistently different only for Rostherne Mere. 
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Chlorophyll a Phaeophytin Total Phosphorus Nitrate Nitrite Ammonia ortho-Phosphate Silicate
pg/l Mg/i pg/i Mg/I |jg/| |ig/i Mg/i
213.0 Mere Mere 36.7 Chapel Mere 1660 Carr Mill Dam 1987 Budworth 151 Marbufy Big Mere 1487 Chapel Mere 1500 Tabley Moat 15400
78.8 Redes 31.2 Carr Mill Dam 903 Budworth 1617 Tabley Mere 115 Combermere 896 Carr Mill Dam 739 Chapel Mere 14467
77.6 Tabley Moat 17.6 Budworth 786 Tabley Mere 1592 Carr Mill Dam 71 Carr Mill Dam 614 Budworth 680 Betley 11250
70.4 Little Mere 11.4 Tabley Moat 705 Petty Pool 1080 Rostherne 31 Chapel Mere 506 Tabley Moat 616 Budworth 8517
36.9 Pick Mere 9.2 Betley 684 Redes 792 Petty Pool 29 Budworth 497 Betley 547 Tatton Mere 7440
33.8 Quoisley Big Mere 9.1 Marbury Big Mere 449 Marbury Big Mere 707 Combermere 23 Tabley Mere 421 Marbury Big Mere 427 Pennington Flash 7400
32.8 Betley 8.8 Combermere 405 Rostherne . 589 Pennington Rash 22 Oss Mere 336 Combermere 404 Quoisley Big Mere 7100
27.5 Oakmere 7.8 Tabley Mere 391 Betley 484 Betley 22 Pennington Rash 324 Tabley Mere 319 Mere Mere 5953
26.4 Hatchmere 7.3 Oss Mere 311 Pennington Flash 388 Marbury Big Mere 21 Tabley Moat 272 Oss Mere 243 Combermere 5853
16.8 Petty Pool 5.6 Mere Mere 281 Tatton Mere 287 Tatton Mere 15.4 Tatton Mere 228 Tatton Mere 238 Carr Mill Dam 5793
14.5 Tatton Mere 4.5 Pennington Flash 271 Little Mere 250 Chapel Mere 14 Hatchmere 185 Pennington Rash 202 Little Mere 3903
12.5 Oss Mere 4.2 Tatton Mere 220 Pick Mere 149 Redes 14 Petty Pool 156 Rostherne 202 Tabley Mere 3193
8.6 Marbury Big Mere 3.5 Rostherne 218 Combermere 147 Tabley Moat 12 Little Mere 102 Petty Pool 83 Petty Pool 2960
7.4 Rostherne 3.3 Pick Mere 124 Tabley Moat 115 Little Mere 8 Rostherne 91 Mere Mere 74 Oss Mere 2827
7.4 Pennington Flash 2.8 Petty Pool 121 Chapel Mere 73 Hatchmere 4 Mere Mere 88 Oakmere 66 Redes 2177
6.5 Carr Mill Dam 2.1 Oakmere 112 Hatchmere 62 Oss Mere 4 Redes 72 Little Mere 51 Pick Mere 1950
6.4 Tabley Mere . 1.8 Redes 106 Quoisley Big Mere 51 Pick Mere 4 Betley 51 Pick Mere 47 Marbury Big Mere 1810
5.4 Budworth 1.7 Hatchmere 98 Oss Mere 39 Quoisley Big Mere 2 Quoisley Big Mere 31 Quoisley Big Mere . . 28 Rostherne 1390
5.1 Combermere 1.5 Quoisley Big Mere 81 Mere Mere 3 Mere Mere 1 Pick Mere 25 Hatchmere 22 Hatchmere 644
4.9 Chapel Mere 1.4 Little Mere 78 Oakmere 2 Oakmere 1 Oakmere 12 Redes 15 Oakmere 630
Table 1b Mean for Bottom Stations
Total Phosphorus Nitrate Nitrite Ammonia ortho-Phosphate Silicate
Mg/i Mfl/I Mg/i Mg/i Mg/i MS/I
Chapel Mere 1677 Budworth 1597 Budworth 140 Marbury Big Mere 1470 Chapel Mere 1497 Tabley Moat 15433.
Budworth 799 Tabley Mere 1501 Rostherne 123 Rostherne 932 Budworth 664 Chapei Mere 14500
Carr Mill Dam 716 Carr Mill Dam 1418 Tabley Mere 109 Carr Mill Dam 878 Carr Mill Dam 615 Betley 11333
Tabley Moat 712 Petty Pool 1083 Carr Mill Dam 55 Combermere 871 Tabley Moat 606 Budworth 8563
Betley 685 Redes 779 Petty Pool 29 Chapel Mere 503 Betley 500 Tatton Mere 7750
Rostherne 561 Betley 566 Betley 28 Budworth 498 Rostherne 483 Pennington Rash 7400
Marbury Big Mere 450 Marbury Big Mere 519 Combermere 23 Tabley Mere 421 Marbury Big Mere 423 Quoisley Big Mere 6957
Tabley Mere 410 Rostherne 434 Pennington Flash 22 Oss Mere 317 Combermere 358 Mere Mere 6083
Combermere 399 Pennington Rash 404 Marbury Big Mere 22 Pennington Flash 314 Tabley Mere 324 Combermere 5843
Oss Mere 320 Oakmere 377 Chapel Mere 17 Tabley Moat 279 Oss Mere 223 Can' Mill Dam 4377
Tatton Mere 303 Tatton Mere 292 Tatton Mere ' 14.8 Tatton Mere 244 Pennington Flash 206 Little Mere 3977
Pennington Flash 263 Little Mere 236 Redes 13 Hatchmere 193 Tatton Mere 168 Tabley Mere 3437
Mere Mere 233 Combermere 147 Tabley Moat 12 Petty Pool 157 Petty Pool 90 Rostherne 3233
Petty Pool 118 Pick Mere 145 Little Mere ■ 8 Little Mere 127 Mere Mere 75 Petty Pool 2973
Pick Mere 113 Tabley Moat 115 Hatchmere 4 Mere Mere 117 Oakmere 69 Oss Mere 2827
Oakmere 113 Chapel Mere 67 Oss Mere 4 Redes 84 Pick Mere 55 Redes 2373
Hatchmere 89 Hatchmere 63 Pick Mere 3 Betley 62 Little Mere 28 Pick Mere 2037
Redes 89 Quoisley Big Mere 52 Quoisley Big Mere 2 Quoisley Big Mere 32 Quoisley Big Mere 24 Marbury Big Mere 1217
Quoisley Big Mere 87 Oss Mere 39 Mere Mere 1 Pick Mere 28 Hatchmere 23 Hatchmere 675
Little Mere 64 Mere Mere 3 Oakmere 1 Oakmere 17 Redes 18 Oakmere 634
4.0 DISCUSSION
4.1 A Comparison Between the November 1994 and 1995 Surveys.
Survey Dates: 1994 14-16/11/94
1995 13-17 & 20/11/95
4.1.1 Weather Conditions Preceding the Surveys.
Examination of air temperature (dry bulb)1 data recorded at the RFH Weather 
Station in Warrington shows that the year 1995 when compared to the year 1994 
was a relatively warmer summer and autumn followed by a colder winter, Figure 1.
Figure 2 shows monthly total rainfall as recorded at Northwich. Data is presented 
for a twelve month period preceding each survey, November 94 and November 95. 
The year preceding the November survey was wetter for the winter and spring 
months in 1995, but drier for the summer and autumn months. Totals for the 
preceding twelve months were 782 mm for 1995, as opposed to 773 mm for 1994.
4.1.2 Relative Levels of Nutrients.
Table 1 shows the order of lakes based upon the concentration of a given 
parameter. A comparison of this order to that obtained from an identical exercise 
using November 1994 data (see MSP-CHE-95-01) has been made. Where a mere 
has changed position relative to the other meres by two or more places this 
changed has been noted for:
Nitrate. Hatchmere and Combermere had lower relative levels of nitrate in 
November 1995 than in 1994.
Nitrite. Rostherne and Budworth, had relatively more nitrite in 1995 than 1994.
Ammonia. Betley and Redes Mere had noticeably lower relative levels of ammonia 
in November 1995 than in 1994.
Silicate. Tatton mere had noticeably higher levels of silicate in 1995 than 1994, 
while Hatchmere has noticeably lower levels in 1995 than 1994.
Ortho-phosphate. The general pattern of relative levels were similar in 1994 and 
1995.
headings of dry bulb air temperature are not affected by changes in relative humidity. As 
relative humidity changes so does the heat loss through evaporation from the thermometer bulb.
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Figure 2 Monthly Rainfall Figures as Measured at Northwich 1994-95





Figure 1 Mean 1994 and 1995 Air Temperature as Measured at RFH Weather Station (Dry Bulb)
Total phosphorus. The general pattern  o f  relative levels w ere similar in 1994 and
1995
4.1 .3  A b so lu te  L evels o f  N u tr ie n ts .
F igures 3a-e show  the  level o f  nutrients present in 1995 as a  percentage o f  the 
level found in N ovem ber 1994. The following observations m ay be made:
W ith the exception o f  samples taken at O akm ere and R ostherne bo ttom  all levels 
o f  T IN  (to tal inorganic nitrogen, the sum  o fN H 3, N 0 2 and N 0 3) found in 1995 
w ere  less than  those  seen in 1994. In  contrast levels o f  to ta l phosphorus w ere only 
low er in 1995 fo r Redes, P ick  and H atchm ere bo ttom  samples, and for ortho­
phosphate only fo r R edes and H atchm ere top  and bo ttom  samples.
Levels o f  silicate found in N ovem ber 1995 w ere only significantly g reater than 
those found in 1994 for R ostherne B ottom , and T atton  mere.
These changes in nutrient concentration cannot be explained as the  result o f  
different rates, o f  algal grow th, o r w ash out, in  the  tw o  years. W ashout w e  m ay 
assum e will rem ove both  dissolved and particulate m aterial a t a ra te  proportional 
to  th e  concentration in the lake. G row th  o f  algae and any net loss resulting from  
th a t g row th  will rem ove nutrients in the rates a t w hich they are uptaken  by the 
algae. F o r the  levels o f  phosphorus to  have increased in the lake w hile that o f  
nitrogen has decreased it is necessary fo r the ra te  o f  input o f  the  nutrients to  have 
differed betw een the  tw o  years.
Inpu t to  the  lake m ay be from  the catchm ent o r from  the sedim ents by recycling. 
The recycling o f  nutrients from  the sedim ents is an 'in lake' process and its rate  is 
determ ined by conditions in the lake. The ra te  o f  input from  the catchm ent is 
determ ined by facto rs effecting the w ider catchm ent, for example rainfall. As has 
been show n the  years proceeding the tw o  surveys w ere w idely different in term s o f  
rainfall distribution and tem perature patterns.
4 .1 .4  L evels o f  C h lo ro p h y ll a .
As can be seen from  Figure 3 c the levels o f  chlorophyll a  found vary widely 
betw een the  tw o  surveys for Betley, R edes, and Com berm ere. F o r the  o ther m eres 
the concentration o f  chlorophyll a  w as similar fo r b o th  surveys. Levels o f  
Chlorophyll a in still w aters are highly dynamic and the w ide variation seen at some 
sites, and also the  apparent similarity in results seen at o thers do n o t in them selves 
m ean any real difference in the seasonal condition o f  the  w ater bodies. B y 
sampling on only the  one occasion per year the statistical errors attached to  the
6
Figure 3a TIN November 1995 as a Percentage of Total Inorganic Nitrogen (TIN) November 1994
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Rostherne Betley Budworth Pickmere Oakmere
Tatton Redes Tabley Hatchmere Combermere





































































































































































































































































results gathered do not allow for strong conclusions to be made. A value may 
however be given to the minimum level of chlorophyll a in each lake.
4.2 Comparison of Profiler Results Between November 1994 and 1995.
This is an examination of surface versus bottom water quality for each lake.
Figure 4a compares minimum and maximum temperature readings for the 
November 1994 and November 1995 surveys. It is noticeable that for every mere 
with one exception the minimum reading in 1994 is greater than the maximum in 
1995. The exception is Rostherne which is by far the deepest mere and therefore 
has the greatest thermal mass to surface area ratio. The implication for this is that 
the temperature of the meres responds quickly to changes in air temperature.
Figure 4b compares dissolved oxygen (% saturation) for the 1994 and 1995 
surveys. Maximum readings in 1994 were greater than 1995 readings for every 
mere with the exception of Betley and Redes, Chlorophyll a levels in these two 
meres were significantly increased in 1995, Figure 3c. Though relative 
chlorophyll a levels for Combermere were greater in 1995, absolute levels were 
low on both occasions.
Examination of the two data sets from 1994 and 1995 shows that the specific 
conductivity of some of the waters had changed markedly. Figure 5 shows mean 
specific conductivities for the 1994 and 1995 surveys along with data from 1988a 
and 1976.b Results are given for the 15 meres surveyed as part of this study. 
Specific conductivity would appear to have increased since 1976 for all the meres 
with the exception of Oakmere and Tabley Mere. The most noticeable increases 
are for Pickmere ( from 870 to 1128 μS/cm) and Rostherne Mere (from 382 to 
668 μS/cm).2
4.3 Nutrient Levels in Group 2 Lakes.
Table 1 lists for each parameter measured the mean level found in each lake, 
including those in Group 2, with the lakes given in order of decreasing 
concentration. Results for top samples are given in Table la, and results for 
bottom samples in Table lb.
2Reynolds reviewed data available on the Cheshire Shropshire Meres in 1979, the specific 
conductivity values were drawn from an earlier work dated 1976. The specific conductivities 
dated as 1976 actually predate 1976 but a true date cannot be given from the information 
available.
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Figure 4a Temperature Range for Lakes 1994 versus 1995
Rostherne Betley Redes Pickmere Oakmere

























Rostherne Betley Redes Pickmere Oakmere
Tatton Budworth Hatchmere Tabley Combermere
























































































Levels of total phosphate and ortho-phosphate in Chapel Mere were nearly twice 
as high as any other lake surveyed. Chapel Mere also had relatively high levels of 
ammonia and silicate, though levels of nitrate and nitrate were low. Chlorophyll a 
mean reading in Chapel Mere was only 4.9 μ.g/litre, the lowest mean level of any of 
the lakes.
Samples taken from Carr Mill Dam had high levels total phosphorus, ortho­
phosphate, nitrate, nitrite and ammonia but only average levels of silicate.
Quoisley Big Mere was found to have relatively low levels of all the nutrients 
except for silicate.
4.4 Water Column Profiles in Group 2 Lakes.
Figures 6a to 6d show the range of temperature, specific conductivity, pH, and 
dissolved oxygen (% saturation) found in each lake including Group 2 lakes in 
November 1995.
It is noticeable that for Mere Mere where chlorophyll a levels were considerably 
higher than any other lake, 213 jig/litre, dissolved oxygen levels only reached at 
most 59 % saturation.
Both Oss Mere and Little Mere showed a fall in dissolved oxygen with depth at 
there deepest sites even though these were only around 2 m deep in either case.
5.0 CONCLUSIONS.
During the November 1995 survey only one lake, Rostherne mere, was thermally 
stratified. Rostherne was also the only lake to be deoxygenated at any point in the 
water column. Redes Mere, Oss Mere and Little Mere showed significant falls in 
dissolved oxygen with depth, notable given the shallowness (< 4 m) of these lakes.
Levels of total phosphate, silicate, ortho-phosphate, ammonia, and nitrite only 
. differed consistently between top and bottom samples for Rostherne mere. This 
result is consistent with the stratified state of this mere. Levels of nitrate were 
similar for top and bottom samples from all lakes.
Comparison of the results of the November 1994 and 1995 surveys for those lakes 
covered on both occasions show the lakes to be generally colder during the 1995 
survey. Given that the summer and autumn of 1995 were warmer than 1994 it 
would appear that the lakes respond quickly to changes in air temperature. 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































were algal concentrations at the time of sampling was noticeable greater in the 
second year.
Changes in nutrient levels, 1994 to 1995, in the lakes, saw concentrations of 
phosphorus in general increase, while concentrations of nitrogen fell. The rates of 
input of nitrogen and phosphorus to the lakes differed for the two years.
The level of Chlorophyll a in Betley mere in 1995 was 70|μg/l, this compares to 
only 6.3 |μg/l in 1994. For the other lakes levels of chlorophyll a were found to be 
similar in both surveys. The difference in the results for Betley Mere indicate the 
dangers inherent in trying to draw conclusions from a limited data set.
Little can be concluded about the Group 2 lakes on the basis of a single survey, 
however the low levels of dissolved oxygen found at the bottom of Little Mere and 
Oss Mere are worrying. Levels of phosphorus in Chapel Mere are twice the level 
found in any other mere, and nutrient levels in Carr Mill Dam were generally high.
The specific conductivity of a number of lakes, particularly Pick Mere and 
Rostherne Mere, appears to have increased markedly since 1976.
6.0 REFERENCES
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Appendix 1
Date Mere Site Nat. Grid Ref. Time Secchi (m) B'
13-Nov-95 Mere Mere 1 SJ 73315 82095 10:30 1.6
2 SJ 73310 82027 10:40 1,5
3 SJ 73333 81851 10:55 1.7
Little Mere 1 SJ 73407 82381 09:35 0.5
2 SJ 73359 82354 09:50 0.4
3 SJ 73419 82427 09:55 0.6
Rostherne 1 SJ 74255 84355 12:40 4.5
2 SJ 74533 84297 13:20 5.1
3 SJ 74275 84081 13:50 5.4
Tatton Mete 1 SJ 75618 79855 15:20 2.8
14-No v-95 Chape! Mere 1 SJ 53925 51893 09:30 1.8 b
2 SJ 53997 51897 09:40 1.6 b
3 SJ 54043 51862 09:50 1,7 b
Betley 1 SJ 74807 47889 11:40 0.9
2 SJ 74962 47862 11:55 0.8
3 SJ 74841 48071 12:00 0.8
Redes 1 SJ 64739 71947 13:45 09
2 SJ 84858 71789 14:00 1,0
3 SJ 84847 71384 14:15 0.9
Budworth 1 SJ 65411 .76672 15:35 31
2 SJ 65789 76892 15:45 3.2
3 SJ 66110 76880 16:00 2.6 b
15-Nov-S5 Tabley Mere 1 SJ 72251 76904 08:55 2.2
2 SJ 72552 76768 09:10 1,4 b
3 SJ 72250 76794 09:25 4.0
Tabley Moat 1 SJ 71939 77362 10:20 1.2
2 SJ 71881 77255 10:35 0.9
3 SJ 72003 77328 10:45 1.0 b
Pick Mere 1 SJ 67985 77128 12:00 14
2 SJ 68262 76989 12:15 1.2
3 SJ 68391 77227 12:30 1.2
Hatchmere 1 SJ 55293 72127 13:50 0,9
2 SJ 55355 72160 14:00 0.9
3 SJ 55339 72127 14:06 1,0
16-Nov-95 Oakmere 1 SJ 57410 67810 08:55 1,0 b
2 SJ 57507 67702 09:05 1,4
3 SJ 57562 67564 09:20 1.4
Petty Pool 1 SJ 61860 70097 10:35 1.6
2 SJ 61910 70049 10:50 1.5
3 SJ 62017 69863 11:05 1.7
Marbury Big Mere 1 SJ 55996 45329 12:45 1,6
2 SJ 55876 45556 12:55 1,7
3 SJ 55969 45485 13:10 1.4
17-Nov-95 Carr Mill Dam 1 SJ 52445 98371 <38:45 07
2 SJ 52636 98148 09:00 0,8
3 SJ 52583 97746 09:15 1.0
Pennington Flash 1 SJ 63945 99118 10:30 2.0
2 SJ 63554 99-046 10:50 1.9
3 SJ 63129 99215 11:05 1,8
20-Nov-95 Combermere 1 SJ 59381 44540 09:30 2.8
2 SJ 58804 44639 09:50 3,4
3 SJ 58693 44511 10:15 4.6
Oss Mere 1 SJ 56593 43771 11:50 0.7
2 SJ 56644 43943 11:56 0 8
3 SJ 56682 43915 12:01 0.9
Quoisley Big Mere 1 SJ 54609 45361 13:21 16
2 SJ 54666 45522 13:31 12
3 SJ 54656 45540 13:42 1,4
B* = Secchi disk touched the mere's sediments and was still visible.
SITE 1
Concentrations (1)










S I T E  1
Concentrations (1)
S I T E  2
Concentrations (1)
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O a k m e r e P i c k  M e r e
R e d e s R o s t h e r n e
T a b l e y  M e r e T a t t o n  M e r e
S i t e s
Chlorophyll a
Carr Mill Dam Chapel Mere
Little Mere Marbury Big Mere
Mere Mere Oss Mere
Pennington Flash Petty Pool
Sites
Quoisley Big Mere Tabley Moat
P h a e o p h y t i n
B e t l e y B u d w o r t h
C o m b e r m e r e H a t c h m e r e
O a k m e r e P i c k  M e r e
R e d e s R o s t h e r n e
T a b l e y  M e r e T a t t o n  M e r e
S i t e s
T o t a l  S u s p e n d e d  S o l i d s
L i t t le  M e r e M a r b u r y  B ig  M e r e
P e n n i n g t o n  F l a s h
Q u o i s l e y  B ig  M e r e
P e t t y  P o o l
T a b l e y  M o a t
S i t e s
T o t a l  S u s p e n d e d  S o l i d s
B e t l e y B u d w o r t h
C o m b e r m e r e H a t c h m e r e
O a k m e r e P i c k  M e r e
R e d e s R o s t h e r n e
S i t e s
T o t a l  S u s p e n d e d  S o l i d s
C a r r  M ill D a m C h a p e l  M e r e
L i t t le  M e r e M a r b u r y  B ig  M e r e
M e r e  M e r e O s s  M e r e
P e n n i n g t o n  F l a s h P e t t y  P o o l
Q u o i s l e y  B ig  M e r e T a b l e y  M o a t
S i t e s
T o t a l  P h o s p h o r u s
B e t l e y
C o m b e r m e r e
B u d w o r t h
H a t c h m e r e
O a k m e r e P i c k  M e r e
R e d e s R o s t h e r n e
T a b l e y  M e r e T a t t o n  M e r e
S i t e s
Total Phosphorus




Pennington Flash Petty Pool








Tabley Mere Tatton Mere
Sites
Silicate



















Carr Mill Dam Chapel Mere
Little Mere Marbury Big Mere
Mere Mere Oss Mere
Sites
Pennington Flash Petty Pool
Quoisley Big Mere Tabley Moat
A m m o n i a
C o m b e r m e r e
20/11/95
H a t c h m e r e
15/11/95
S i te s Surface  Bottom samples
A m m o n i a
C a r r  M ill D a m C h a p e l  M e r e
L i t t le  M e r e M a r b u r y  B ig  M e r e
M e r e  M e r e O s s  M e r e
P e n n i n g t o n  F l a s h P e t t y  P o o l
Q u o i s l e y  B ig  M e r e T a b l e y  M o a t










Little Mere Marbury Big Mere
Mere Mere Oss Mere
Pennington Flash Petty Pool
Quoisley Big Mere Tabley Moat
Sites !





Tabley Mere Tatton Mere
Sites
BudworthBetley
N i t r i t e
C a r r  M ill D a m C h a p e l  M e r e
L i t t le  M e r e M a r b u r y  B ig  M e r e
M e r e  M e r e O s s  M e r e
P e n n i n g t o n  F l a s h  P e t t y  P o o l
Q u o i s l e y  B ig  M e r e  T a b l e y  M o a t








arithmetic Mean for Top and Bottom Stations
Total Suspended Solids Chlorophyll Phaeophytin Total Phosphor Nitrate Nitrite Ammonl ortho-Phosphat Silicate
pg/lltre pg/lltre pg/lltre pg/lltre pg/lltre
Mere Mere 13/11/95 Top
Mere Mere 13/11/95 Bottom
Rostherne 13/11/95 Top
Rostherne 13/11/95 Bottom
Tatton Mere 13/11/95 Top
Tatton Mere 13/11/95 Bottom
Chapel Mere 14/11/95 Top







Tabley Mere 15/11/95 Top
Tabley Mere 15/11/95 Bottom
Tabley Moat 15/11/95 Top
Tabley Moat 15/11/95 Bottom
Pick Mere 15/11/95 Top





Petty Pool 16/11/95 Top
Petty Pool 16/11/95 Bottom
Marbuiy Big Mer 16/11/95 Top
Maibuiy Big Mer 16/11/95 Bottom





























































78 250 8 102








218 589 31 91
561 434 123 932
220 287 15.4 228
303 292 14.8 244
1660 73 14 506
1677 67 17 503
684 484 22 51
685 566 28 62
106 792 14 72
89 779 13 84
786 1617 151 497
799 1597 140 498
391 1592 115 421
410 1501 109 421
705 115 12 272
712 115 12 279
25
28
98 62 4 185
89 63 4 193
12
-999.00 -999.0 -999.0
113 377 1 17
121 1080 29 156
118 1083 29 157
449 707 21 1487































Mere Date Pos. arithmetic Mean for Top and Bottom Stations
Total Suspended Solids Chlorophyll Phaeophytin  Total Phosphor Nitrate Nltrtte Ammonl ortho-Phosphat Silicate 
pg/lltre pg/lltre pg/lltre pg/lltre pg/lltre pg/lltre pg/lltre pg/lttre
Carr Mill Dam 17/11/95 Top
Can-Mill Dam 17/11/95 Bottom
Pennington Flash 17/11/95 Top
Pennington Flash 17/11/95 Bottom
Combermere 20/11/95 Top
Combermere 20/11/95 Bottom
Oss Mere 20/11/95 Top
Oss Mere 20/11/95 Bottom
Quoisley Big Mer 20/11/95 Top


















903 1987 71 614
716 1418 55 878
271 388 22 324
263 404 22 314
405 147 23 896
399 147 23 871
311 39 4 336

















Date Mere Site Time Temperature Depth DO-cor Light Ratio Conductlvit pH
v i n *
Spec. Con DO Surface Lig Light
13-Nov-95 Little Mere 1 09:17 8.87 0.64 51.16 41.70 41.9 7.21 419 50.11 106.28 44.32
13-Nov-95 Little Mere 1 09:17 8.87 0.54 51.03 59.94 41.882 7.25 418.82 49.98 100.78 60.41
13-Nov-95 Little Mere 1 09:17 8.83 0.2 50.51 41.939 7.25 419.39 49.47 97.8 117.88
13-Nov-95 Little Mere 1 09:17 8.85 0.4 50.55 41.917 7.23 419.17 49.51 99.33 131.57
13-Nov-95 Little Mere 2 09:28 8.9 0.75 54.07 32.00 41.892 7.34 418.92 52.96 100.02 32.01
13-Nov-95 Little Mere 2 09:28 8.9 0.37 54.31 92.98 41.947 7.31 419.47 53.2 108.95 101.3
13-Nov-95 Little Mere 2 09:28 8.87 0.64 53.29 47.18 41.882 7.3 418.82 52.2 104.75 49.42
13-Nov-95 Little Mere 2 09:28 8.95 0.84 57.33 12.39 41.849 7.4 418.49 56.15 101.77 12.61
13-Nov-95 Little Mere 2 09:28 8.88 0.55 51.77 69.85 41.912 7.31 419.12 50.71 107.12 74.82
13-Nov-95 Little Mere 2 09:28 8.9 0.23 55.07 90.38 41.947 7.31 419.47 53.94 110.02 99.44
13-Nov-95 Little Mere 2 09:28 8.9 0.23 55.07 90.38 41.947 7.31 419.47 53.94 110.02 99.44
13-Nov-95 Little Mere 3 09:41 8.95 0.23 57.45 99.37 41.973 7.24 . 419.73 56.27 76.5 76.02
13-Nov-95 Little Mere 3 09:41 8.92 0.62 56.11 38.67 41.918 7.22 419.18 54.96 86.96 -33.63
13-Nov-95 Little Mere 3 09:41 8.38 1.39 26.14 5.51 41.885 7.05 418.B5 25.6 105.66 " 5.82
13-Nov-95 Little Mere 3 09:41 8.32 1.81 28.59 1.30 41.872 7.09 418.72 28 111.09 1.44
13-Nov-95 Little Mere 3 09:41 8.85 0.87 51.11 17.26 41.854 7.18 418.54 50.06 96.35 16.63
13-Nov-95 Little Mere 4 09:51 8.78 1.13 34.71 13.04 42.144 7.11 • 421.44 34 74.13 9.67
13-Nov-95 Little Mere 4 09:51 9.05 0.23 53.44 84.42 42.084 7.24 420.84 52.34 90.55 76.44
13-Nov-95 Little Mere 4 09:51 8.93 0.64 48.38 48.96 41.993 7.18 419.93 47.39 84.75 41.49
13-Nov-95 Little Mere 4 09:51 8.98 0.45 50.77 41.977 7.21 419.77 49.73 90.17 112.29
13-Nov-95 Little Mere 4 09:51 8.89 0.85 40.28 23.45 42.026 7.16 420.26 39.45 79.4 18.62
13-Nov-95 Mere Mere 1 10:14 9.35 0.51 57.14 78.46 42.234 7.32 422.34 55.97 119.48 93.74
13-Nov-95 Mere Mere 1 10:14 9.26 0.66 55.91 52.81 42.22 7.31 422.2 54.76 117.8 62.21
13-Nov-95 Mere Mere 1 10:14 9.45 0.16 59.23 81.20 42.343 7.33 423.43 58.01 122.69 99.62
13-Nov-95 Mere Mere 1 10:14 9.15 1.04 51.69 38.93 42.189 7.27 421.89 50.63 91.16 35.49
13-Nov-95 Mere Mere 1 10:14 9.15 1.47 47.32 18.21 42.249 7.26 422.49 46.35 100.93 18.38
13-NOV-95 Mere Mere 2 10:23 9.11 3.7 46.37 0.87 42.27 7.19 422.7 45.42 240.49 2.1
13-Nov-95 Mere Mere 2 10:23 '  9.26 1.91 52.29 7.59 42.265 7.22 422.65 51.22 230.87 17.53
13-Nov-95 Mere Mere 2 10:23 9.27 1.37 52.65 17.00 42.304 7.23 423.04 51.57 235.99 40.11
13-Nov-95 Mere Mere 2 10:23 9.46 0.37 57.66 42.41 7.3 424.1 56.48 201.33 205.31
13-Nov-95 Mere Mere 2 10:23 9.31 0.88 54.65 33.28 42.309 7.26 423.09 53.53 209.12 69.6
13-Nov-95 Mere Mere 3 10:35 9.37 0.72 58.36 52.38 42.37 7.35 423.7 57.16 113.38 59.39
13-Nov-95 Mere Mere 3 10:35 9.28 1.21 56.87 23.59 42.345 7.31 423.45 55.7 120.4 ' 284
13-Nov-95 Mere Mere 3 10:35 9.11 2.71 50.12 2.48 42.306 7.19 423.06 49.09 133.15 " 3.3
13-Nov-95 Mere Mere 3 10:35 9.26 1.19 56.52 26.23 42.373 7,32 423.73 55.36 113.76 -29.84
13-Nov-95 Mere Mere 3 10:35 9.37 0.57 58.29 74.97 42.359 7.35 423.59 57.09 107.73 80.77
13-Nov-95 Mere Mere 3 10:35 9.26 1.58 56.09 10.13 42.337 7.27 423.37 54.94 122.69 12.43
13-Nov-95 Mere Mere 3 10:35 8.97 4.16 44.34 0.44 42.319 7.15 423.19 43.43 137.88 0.6
13-Nov-95 Mere Mere 3 10:35 8.93 5.25 41.37 0.13 42.331 7.15 423.31 40.52 141.55 0.18
13-Nov-95 Mere Mere 3 10:35 8.93 6.41 39.17 0 42.358 7.15 423.58 38.37 146.66 0
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 1 12:26 10.52 11.62 62.56 0.85 65.301 7.71 653.01 61.28 7.1 0.06
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 1 12:26 8.26 15.15 0.26 0 65.414 7.19 654.14 0.25 10.38 -0.06
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 1 12:26 7.23 16.86 0.00 0 65.315 7.15 653.15 0 93.07 -0.06
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 1 12:26 10.74 0.51 69.07 91.04 64.61 7.91 646.1 67.65 86.73 78,96
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 1 12:26 10.36 14.67 58.54 0 64.445 7.6 644.45 57.34 8.7 -0.06
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 1 12:26 8.02 16.05 0.45 0 65.5 7.19 655 0.44 51.84 -0.06
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 1 12:26 10.45 13.37 59.91 0 65.06 7.66 650.6 58.68 7.1 -0.06
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 1 12:26 10.62 7.72 66.76 1.23 65.524 7.79 655.24 65.39 63.6 0.78
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 1 12:26 10.6 9.86 65.25 3.21 65.407 7.76 654.07 63.91 7.48 0.24
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 1 12:26 7.34 16.67 0.00 0 65.265 7.16 652.65 0 65.05 -0.06
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 1 12:26 7.06 18.57 0.00 0 65.56 7.13 655.6 0 94.52 -0.06
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 1 12:26 10.64 5.64 67.23 3.66 65.573 7.81 655.73 65.85 65.66 2.4
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 1 12:26 10.66 3.55 67.84 9.50 65.534 7.83 655.34 66.45 67.03 6.37
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 1 12:26 10.69 0.83 68.54 65.11 65.022 7.9 650.22 67.13 83.83 54.58
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 1 12:26 10.66 2.1 68.26 23.01 65.437 7.86 654.37 66.86 76.96 17.71
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 1 12:26 10.67 1.22 68.49 34.36 65.225 7.88 652.25 67.08 79.86 27.44
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 2 13:06 6.91 18.17 0.00 0 67.44 7.17 674.4 0 103.76 -0.06
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 2 13:06 10.62 5.49 67.41 3.27 67.015 7.76 670.15 66.03 80.7 2.64
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 2 13:06 8,83 15.28 2.39 0 65.222 7.19 652.22 2.34 100.7 -0.06
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 2 13:06 10.57 12.02 64.54 0.08 66.731 7.65 667.31 63.22 77.87 0.06
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 2 13:06 10.65 1.99 67.81 17.25 66.887 7.83 668.87 66.42 76.58 13.21
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 2 13:06 6.83 20.54 0.00 0 67.921 7.14 679.21 0 104.9 -0.06
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 2 13:06 10.48 14.11 61.72 0 66.384 7.59 663.84 60.45 79.17 ' -0.06
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 2 13:06 10.62 8.39 67.28 0.78 66.956 7.72 669.56 65.9 76.81 0.6
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 2 13:06 10.71 1 68.55 47.05 66.411 7.87 664.11 67.14 80.78 38.01
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 2 13:06 10.64 3.3 67.47 10.13 66.934 7.78 669.34 66.09 80.62 8.17
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 2 13:06 9.34 14.82 7.88 0 65.79 7.21 657.9 7.72 86.65 -0.06
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 3 13:30 10.58 10.42 64.52 0.26 70.902 7.67 709.02 63.2 91.01 0.24
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 3 13:30 10.23 14.59 49.99 0 70.17 7.49 701.7 48.96 77.34 -0.06
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 3 13:30 10.71 0.77 68.73 71.05 70.326 7.89 703.26 67.32 108.34 76.98
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 3 13:30 7.12 17.02 0.00 0 70.408 7.16 704.08 0 82.15 -0.06
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 3 13:30 6.75 20.63 0.00 0 67.81 7.12 678.1 0 83.37 -0.06
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 3 13:30 10.63 6.94 66.79 2.21 71.384 7.73 713.84 65.42 86.81 1.92
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 3 13:30 10.66 1.7 67.84 32.59 71.497 7.84 714.97 66.45 114.22 37.23
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 3 13:30 10.64 3.33 67.55 8.48 71.667 7.8 716.67 66.16 114.06 9.67
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 3 13:30 8.06 15.41 0.00 0 71.411 7.19 714.11 0 77.8 -0.06
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 3 13:30 6.7 23.75 0.00 0 68.469 7.07 684.69 0 ’ 84.29 -0.06
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 4 13:23 10.67 1.2 66.93 40.48 62.968 7.82 629.68 65.56 81.16 32.85
13-Nov-95 Rostherne 4 13:23 10.68 0.92 66,55 28.15 62.81 7.82 628.1 65.18 78.94 22.22
13-Nov-95 Tatton 1 15:06 9.71 0.75 75.69 80.13 54.084 7.89 540.84 74.14 28.63 22.94
13-Nov-95 Tatton 1 15:06 9.55 1.97 74.51 13.55 54.079 7.82 540.79 72.98 31 4.2
13-N0V-95 Tatton 1 15:06 9.59 1.36 75.06 38.85 54.092 7.85 540.92 73.52 31.07 12.07
13-Nov-95 Tatton 1 15:06 9.71 0.75 75.69 80.13 54.084 7.89 540.84 74.14 28.63 22.94
13-Nov-95 Tatton 1 15:06 9.3 5.52 69.76 1.44 54.02 7.73 540.2 68.33 29.24 0.42
13-Nov-95 Tatton 1 15:06 9.29 7.58 63.82 0.17 54.272 7.68 542.72 62.51 35.81 0.06
13-NOV-95 Tatton 1 15:06 9.42 3.2 72.09 7.40 54.041 7.77 540.41 70.61 27.56 2.04
13-NOV-95 Tatton 1 15:06 9.28 6.9 66.63 0.39 54.162 7.69 541.62 65.26 30.46 0.12
13-Nov-95 Tatton 1 15:06 9.34 4.25 70.87 3.97 54.024 7.75 540.24 69.42 28.71 1.14
14-Nov-95 Betley 1 11:26 9.57 1.3 87.24 13.97 80.019 8.11 800.19 83.88 254.54 35.55
14-Nov-95 Betley 1 11:26 9.57 1.14 87.92 32.13 79.974 8.12 799.74 84.54 269.12 86.47
14-Nov-95 Betley 1 11:26 9.61 0.63 89.10 79.953 8.12 799.53 85.67 321.12 380.35
14-Nov-95 Betley 1 11:26 9.59 0.85 89.66 51.32 79.987 8.13 799.87 66.21 445.26 228.49
14-Nov-95 Betley 1 11:26 9.63 0.32 89.68 56.53 79.979 8.16 799.79 86.23 535.88 302.95
14-Nov-95 Betley 2 11:36 9.69 0.28 83.35 ' 79.81 8.11 798.1 80.14 634.6 960.07
Date Mere Site Time Temperature Depth DO-cor Light Ratio Conductivit pH Spec. Con DO Surface Lig Light
14-Nov-95 Betley 2 11:36 9.68 0.61 83.68 91.56 79.71 8.12 797.1 80.46 368.15 337.06
14-Nov-95 Betley 2 11:36 9.67 0.67 83.39 78.89 79.749 8.12 797.49 80.18 398.61 314.48
14-Nov-95 Betley 3 11:44 9.69 0.56 75.01 79.653 8.01 796.53 72.12 298.98 437.7
14-Nov-95 Betley 3 11:44 9.69 0.19 75.19 94.32 79.742 8.01 797.42 72.3 243.78 229.93
14-Nov-95 Betley 3 11:44 9.68 0.73 74.97 69.75 79.63 8.01 796.3 72.08 329.67 229.93
14-NOV-95 Budworth 1 15:18 9.43 1.51 64.59 30.75 77.534 7.82 775.34 62.1 35.35 10.87
14-Nov-95 Budworth 1 15:18 9.43 3.27 64.15 7.13 77.615 7.8 776.15 61.68 42.07 3
14-Nov-95 Budworth 15:18 9.47 0.18 65.59 89.29 77.624 7.85 776.24 63.07 31 27.68
14-Nov-95 Budworth 1 15:18 9.43 2.3 64.40 9.44 77.579 7.8 775.79 61.92 38.78 3.66
14-Nov-95 Budworth 1 15:18 9.44 0.61 65.15 70.18 77.528 7.85 775.28 62.64 33.97 23.84
14-Nov-95 Budworth 2 15:28 9.42 0.63 67.07 53.57 77.403 7.86 774.03 . 64.49 22.98 12.31
14-Nov-95 Budworth 2 15:28 9.42 0.92 67.07 41.10 77.412 7.85 774.12 64.49 23.82 9.79
14-Nov-95 Budworth 2 16:28 9.42 1.25 67.07 25.68 77.403 7.84 774.03 64.49 25.27 6.49
14-Nov-95 Budworth 2 15:28 9.42 1.81 67.01 19.53 77.394 7.83 773.94 64.43 25.19 4.92
14-N0V-95 Budworth 2 15:28 9.42 2.75 67.07 7.17 77.385 7.83 773.85 64.49 24.28 1.74
14-Nov-95 Budworth 2 15:28 9.35 4.16 62.39 4.02 77.343 7.78 773.43 59.99 23.9 0.96
14-Nov-95 Budworth 3 15:41 9.53 0.65 67.89 44.58 77.441 7.85 774.41 65.28 15.5 6.91
14-Nov-95 Budworth 3 15:41 9.53 1.07 67.89 30.32 77.441 7.66 774.41 65.28 15.04 4.56
14-Nov-95 Budworth 3 ' 15:41 9.53 1.63 67.96 17.64 77.468 7.84 774.68 65.34 15.65 2.76
14-Nov-95 Budworth 3 15:41 9.53 0.1 67.96 71.47 77.54 7.86 775.4 65.34 16.72 11.95
14-Nov-9E Budworth 3 15:41 9.53 2.15 68.13 11.08 77.489 7.85 774.89 65.51 17.33 1.92
14-Nov-95 Budworth 3 15:41 9.53 0.63 67.89 47.97 77.441 7.85 774.41 65.28 17.03 8.17
14-Nov-95 Chapel 1 09:18 8.78 1.16 66.04 40.60 64.884 7.85 648.84 63.5 78.26 31.77
14-Nov-95 Chapel 1 09:18 8.8 0.54 65.81 73.91 64.881 7.85 648.81 63.28 91.24 67.44
14-Nov-95 Chapel 1 09:18 8.75 1.51 65.39 23.81 64.925 7.83 649.25 62.87 81.23 19.34
14-Nov-95 Chapel 1 09:18 8.79 0.77 66.28 60.33 64.882 7.87 648.82 63.73 87.88 53.02
14-Nov-95 Chapel 2 09:26 8.76 0.73 62.87 61.06 65.178 7.83 651.78 60.45 103.45 63.17
14-Nov-95 Chapel 2 09:26 8.77 0.45 62.47 84.78 65.168 7.84 651.68 60.07 111.77 94.76
14-Nov-95 Chapel 2 09:26 8.76 0.55 62.50 74.19 65.178 7.85 651.78 60.09 111.62 82.81
14-Nov-95 Chapel 2 09:26 8.76 1.01 62.94 38.20 65.16 7.82 651.6 60.52 106.58 40.71
14-NOV-95 Chapel 2 09:26 8.76 1.01 62.94 38.20 65.16 7.82 651.6 60.52 106.58 40.71
14-Nov-95 Chapel 2 09:26 8.76 1.2 62.99 32.96 65.115 7.81 651.15 60.57 103.3 34.05
14-Nov-95 Chapel 3 09:34 8.74 0.48 61.87 81.89 64.79 7.85 647.9 59.49 122.16 100.04
14-Nov-9S Chapel 3 09:34 8.71 0.82 61.91 63.32 64.739 7.83 647.39 59.53 106.5 67.44
14-Nov-95 Chapel 3 09:34 8.72 0.61 61.46 71.22 64.765 7.83 647.65 59.09 120.4 85.75
14-Nov-95 Chapel 3 09:34 8.7 1.04 61.66 44.87 64.741 7.84 647.41 59.29 114.83 51.52
14-Nov-95 Chapel 3 09:34 8.69 1.25 62.33 26.25 64.742 7.83 647.42 59.93 121.47 31.89
14-Nov-95 Redes 1 13:32 9.77 0.54 105.89 68.88 57.923 8.59 579.23 101.81 156.74 107.97
14-Nov-95 Redes 1 13:32 9.77 0.3 105.82 57.21 57.941 8.59 579.41 101.75 185.37 106.05
14-Nov-95 Redes 1 13:32 9.78 0.64 102.47 32.78 57.229 8.57 572.29 98.53 202.4 66.35
14-Nov-95 Redes 1 13:32 9.76 0.81 97.90 23.25 57.754 8.51 577.54 94.13 193.46 44.98
14-Nov-95 Redes 2 13:40 9.25 1.02 88.78 27.38 59.446 8.38 594.46 85.36 171.71 47.02
14-Nov-95 Redes 2 13:40 8.64 3.29 55.00 1.05 59.843 8.01 598.43 52.88 244.85 2.58
14-Nov-95 Redes 2 13:40 9.25 1.47 88.33 5.36 59.437 8.37 594.37 84.93 146.74 7.87
14-Nov-95 Redes 2 13:40 9.17 1.88 88.11 5.88 59.502 8.36 595.02 84.72 148.04 8.71
14-Nov-95 Redes 2 13:40 9.29 0.72 88.92 59.383 8.38 593.83 85.5 112.46 168.74
14-Nov-95 Redes 2 13:40 9.31 0.61 96.47 98.27 59.202 8.48 592.02 92.76 264.16 259.59
14-Nov-95 Redes 2 13:40 8.68 2.63 59.77 3.47 59.86 8.06 598.6 57.47 148.8 5.16
14-Nov-95 Redes 2 13:40 9.32 0.2 97.72 77.79 59.238 8.49 592.38 93.96 235.07 182.85
14-Nov-95 Redes 3 13:59 9.31 1.21 80.53 9.55 59.652 8.31 596.52 77.43 187.36 17.89
14-Nov-95 Redes 3 13:59 9.29 0.95 80.33 16.97 59.616 8.3 596.16 77.24 192.55 32.67
14-Nov-95 Redes 3 13:59 9.29 0.64 80.26 32.67 59.617 8.31 596.17 77.17 194.46 63.53
14-Nov-95 Redes 3 13:59 9.29 0.26 80.32 51.60 59.689 8.3 596.89 77.23 190.03 98.06
15-Nov-95 Hatchmere 1 13:32 8.86 2 63.78 4.48 45.258 7.62 452.58 60.63 136.66 6.12
15-Nov-95 Hatchmere 13:32 8.86 1.62 63.66 1-1.71 45.276 7.62 452.76 60.51 128.19 15.01
15-Nov-95 Hatchmere 1 13:32 8.86 1.16 63.52 19.27 45.276 7.63 452.76 60.38 130.25 25.1
15-Nov-95 Hatchmere 1 13:32 8.87 0.58 63.18 72.85 45.278 7.63 452.78 60.06 126.13 91.88
15-Nov-95 Hatchmere 1 13:32 8.86 2.59 64.23 1.66 45.267 7.65 452.67 61.06 137.2 2.28
15-Nov-95 Hatchmere 2 13:42 8.81 1.85 57.11 7.66 45.223 7.52 452.23 54.29 118.34 9.07
15-Nov-95 Hatchmere 2 13:42 8.8 1.73 57.06 9.29 45.221 7.52 452.21 54.24 116.96 10.87
15-Nov-95 Hatchmere 2 13:42 8.8 0.8 56.87 62.45 45.23 7.52 452.3 54.06 101.16 63.17
15-Nov-95 Hatchmere 2 13:42 8.81 0.54 57.30 77.53 45.223 7.53 452.23 54.47 123.07 95.42
15-Nov-95 Hatchmere . 2 13:42 8.81 2.65 57.50 1.84 45.223 7.52 452.23 54.66 123.91 2.28
15-Nov-95 Hatchmere 2 13:42 8.8 1.28 56.87 7.83 45.23 7.52 452.3 54.06 115.9 9.07
15-Nov-95 Hatchmere 3 13:51 8.83 0.59 57.02 79.61 45.229 7.58 452.29 54.2 112.31 89.41
15-Nov-95 Hatchmere 3 13:51 8.8 1.39 55.44 14.60 45.237 7.53 452.37 52.7 107.34 15.67
15-Nov-95 Hatchmere 3 13:51 8.79 2.36 55.71 3.67 45.235 7.52 452.35 52.96 119.48 4.38
15-Nov-95 Hatchmere 3 13:51 8.82 0.87 56.12 52.77 45.225 7.56 452.25 53.35 94.67 49.96
15-Nov-95 Hatchmere 3 13:51 8.8 1.86 55.44 8.88 45.228 7.52 452.28 52.7 106.81 9.49
15-Nov-95 Pickmere 1 11:43 9.55 0.79 86.69 65.51 112.956 8,04 1129.56 82.41 310.28 203.27
15-Nov-95 Pickmere 1 11:43 9.55 2.16 86.69 11.81 112.974 8.04 1129.74 82.41 197.74 23.36
15-Nov-95 Pickmere 1 11:43 9.57 0.34 87.03 90.21 113.02 8.05 1130.2 82.73 255.69 230.65
15-Nov-95 Pickmere 1 11:43 9.55 1.15 86.50 64.79 112.965 8.03 1129.65 82.23 196.75 127.48
15-Nov-95 Pickmere 1 11:43 9.55 1.89 86.63 12.84 112.965 8.04 1129.65 82.35 346.54 44.5
15-Nov-95 Pickmere 1 11:43 9.56 2.62 88.40 7.85 112.948 8.08 1129.48 84.03 197.97 15.55
15-Nov-95 Pickmere 1 11:43 9.55 0.65 86.52 112.939 8,04 1129.39 82.24 198.2 235.93
15-Nov-95 Pickmere 2 11:57 9.51 4.51 81.94 0.50 112.945 7.99 1129.45 77.89 202.55 1.02
15-Nov-95 Pickmere 2 11:57 9.51' 0.64 84.04 71.24 112.855 8.09 1128.55 79.89 238.13 169.64
15-Nov-95 Pickmere 2 11:57 9.51 5.25 79.79 0.23 112.874 7.96 1128.74 75.85 180.1 0.42
15-Nov-95 Pickmere 2 11:57 9.51 1.93 83.73 11.84 112.882 8.04 1128.82 79.59 190.72 22.58
15-Nov-95 Pickmere 2 11:57 9.51 1.39 83.21 23.96 112.909 8.06 1129.09 79.1 213.24 51.1
15-Nov-95 Pickmere 2 11:57 9.5 2.95 82.60 3.30 ' 112.927 8.01 1129.27 78.52 187.43 6.19
15-Nov-95 Pickmere 2 11:57 9.51 0.95 84.04 48.05 112.864 8.08 1128.64 79.89 210.57 101.18
15-Nov-95 Pickmere 3 12:12 9.57 1.13 86.09 29.45 112.672 8.1 1126.72 81.84 545.66 160.69
15-Nov-95 Pickmere 3 12:12 9.58 0.69 87.15 112.645 8.12 1126.45 82.84 105.74 179.67
15-Nov-95 Pickmere 3 12:12 9.58 0.69 87.15 112.645 8.12 1126.45 82.84 105.74 179.67
15-Nov-95 Pickmere 3 12:12 9.57 1.26 86.16 30.41 112.654 8.09 1126.54 81.9 454.19 138.11
15-Nov-95 Pickmere 3 12:12 9.57 2.35 85.71 3.81 112.582 8.07 1125.82 81.47 530.77 20.24
15-Nov-95 Tabley 1 0B:35 9.08 2.3 61.91 13.53 65.091 7.62 650.91 58.85 213.85 28.94
15-Nov-95 Tabley 1 08:35 9.1 0.28 62.66 84.84 65.17 7.65 651.7 59.56 244.62 207.53
15-Nov-95 Tabley 1 08:35 9.09 0.66 62.54 85.56 65.089 7.64 650.89 59.45 206.06 176.3
15-Nov-95 Tabley 1 08:35 9.09 1.37 62.53 28.41 65.081 7.64 650.81 59.44 250.88 71.28
15-Nov-95 Tabley 1 08:35 9.09 1.73 62.40 17.38 ' 65.099 7,63 650.99 59.32 308.83 53.68
15-Nov-95 Tabley 1 08:35 9.02 3.08 58.01 6.35 - 65.072 7.6 650.72 55.14 200.34 12.73
Date Mere Site Time Temperature Depth DO-cor
15-NOV-95 Tabley 2 08:49 9.23 0.58 42.01
15-Nov-95 Tabley 2 08:49 9.26 0.22 42.35
15-Nov-95 Tabley 2 08:49 9.23 0.77 42.12
15-NOV-95 Tabley 2 08:49 9.22 1.02 42.07
15-NOV-95 Tabley 3 09:09 9.19 0.52 64.06
15-NOV-95 Tabley 3 09:09 8.99 3.22 60.05
15-NOV-95 Tabley 3 09:09 9.17 1.17 63.57
15-NOV-95 Tabley 3 09:09 9.13 2.25 63.19
15-NOV-95 Tabley 3 09:09 9.17 0.75 63.65
15-NOV-9S Tabley Moat 1 10:07 8.79 1.24 41.07
15-Nov-95 Tabley Moat 1 10:07 8.79 0.76 39.96
15-Nov-95 Tabley Moat 1 10:07 8.79 0.98 40.55
15-NOV-95 Tabley Moat 1 10:07 8.79 0.26 40.16
15-NOV-95 Tabley Moat 1 10:07 8.79 0.43 39.84
15-NOV-95 Tabley Moat 2 10:15 8.94 1.06 50.95
15-NOV-95 Tabley Moat 2 10:15 8.95 1.4 46.35
15-NOV-95 Tabley Moat 2 10:15 8.96 0.33 55.38
16-NOV-95 Tabley Moat 2 10:15 8.95 0.7 54.36
15-NOV-95 Tabley Moat 3 10:29 8.85 0.88 49.43
15-NOV-95 Tabley Moat 3 10:29 8.84 0.67 48.34
15-NOV-95 Tabley Moat 3 10:29 8.85 0.56 49.24
15-NOV-95 Tabley Moat 3 10:29 8.86 0.33 49.49
15-NOV-95 Tabley Moat 3 10:29 8.86 0.9 49.49
16-NOV-95 Marbury Big Mere 1 12:27 9.5 3.11 50.78
16-NOV-95 Marbury Big Mere 1 12:27 9.49 1.11 50.47
16-NOV-96 Marbury Big Mere 1 12:27 9.48 5.53 51.92
16-NOV-95 Marbury Big Mere 1 12:27 9.5 2 50.59
16-Nov-95 Marbury Big Mere 1 12:27 9.49 4.4 51.06
16-Nov-95 Marbury Big Mere 1 12:27 9.5 0.74 50.31
16-NOV-95 Marbury Big Mere 1 12:27 9.5 0.57 50.18
16-NOV-95 Marbury Big Mere 2 12:40 9.47 1.09 48.05
16-NOV-95 Marbury Big Mere 2 12:40 9.45 0.24 48.28
16-NOV-95 Marbury Big Mere 2 12:40 9.47 0.6 47.98
16-NOV-95 Marbury Big Mere 2 12:40 9.47 6.38 47,59
16-Nov-95 Marbury Big Mere 2 12:40 9.49 3.89 47.56
16-NOV-95 Marbury Big Mere 2 12:40 9.47 3.22 47.97
16-NOV-95 Marbury Big Mere 2 12:40 9.48 1.96 47.57
16-NOV-95 Marbury Big Mere 2 12:40 9.47 5.15 47.66
16-NOV-95 Marbury Big Mere 3 12:54 9.48 0.75 48.76
16-Nov-95 Marbury Big Mere 3 12:54 9.48 4.86 48.56
16-NOV-95 Marbury Big Mere 3 12:54 9.46 6.84 49.11
16-NOV-95 Marbury Big Mere 3 12:54 9.47 5.99 48.65
16-Nov-95 Marbury Big Mere 3 12:54 9.48 1.23 48.62
16-NOV-95 Marbury Big Mere 3 12:54 9.47 0.32 48.91
16-NOV-95 Marbury Big Mere 3 12:54 9.48 2.5 48.56
16-Nov-95 Marbury Big Mere 3 12:54 9.49 3.61 48.48
16-NOV-95 Oakmere 1 08i33 8.61 0.22 95.63
16-Nov-95 Oakmere 1 08:33 8.61 0.81 96.37
16-Nov-95 Oakmere 1 08:33 8.62 0.6 96.01
16-Nov-95 Oakmere 1 08:33 8.62 0.52 95.80
16-NOV-95 Oakmere 2 08:45 8.7 1.14 94.44
16-NOV-95 Oakmere 2 08:45 8.7 0.24 94.31
16-NOV-95 Oakmere 2 08:45 8.68 1.9 90.03
16-NOV-95 Oakmere 2 08:45 8.7 1.47 94.37
16-NOV-95 Oakmere 2 08:45 8.7 0.62 94.37
16-NOV-95 Oakmere 2 08:45 8.7 0.75 94.44
16-NOV-95 Oakmere 3 09:05 8.61 3.6 93.74
16-NOV-95 Oakmere 3 09:05 8.6 4.32 93.77
16-NOV-95 Oakmere 3 09:05 8.7 2.33 94.22
16-Nov-95 Oakmere 3 09:05 8.56 6.15 93.36
16-NOV-95 Oakmere 3 09:05 8.69 0.58 94.32
16-Nov-95 Oakmere 3 09:05 8.7 1.04 94.22
16-NOV-95 Oakmere 3 09:05 8.6 5.11 93.56
16-Nov-95 Oakmere 3 09:05 8.7 1.59 94.29
16-N6V-95 Oakmere 3 09:05 8.7 1.03 94.23
16-Nov-95 Petty Pool 1 10:14 8.76 0.96 76.38
16-Nov-95 Petty Pool 1 10:14 8.75 0.34 76.47
16-Nov-95 Petty Pool 1 10:14 8.75 1.34 76.53
16-Nov-95 Petty Pool 1 10:14 8.75 0.62 76.34
16-Nov-95 Petty Pool 1 10:14 8.74 1.91 76.61
16-Nov-95 Petty Pool 2 10:34 8.62 0.61 72.30
16-Nov-95 Petty Pool 2 10:34 8.61 0.3 72.60
16-Nov-95 Petty Pool 2 10:34 8.6 2.37 71.40
16-Nov-95 Petty Pool 2 10:34 8.61 1.23 72.26
16-Nov-95 Petty Pool 2 10:34 8.63 1.61 72.36
16-Nov-95 Petty Pool 2 10:34 8.62 0.93 72.19
16-Nov-95 Petty Pool 2 10:34 8.63 1.56 72.29
16-Nov-95 Petty Pool 3 10:46 8.66 0.6 73.85
16-Nov-95 Petty Pool 3 10:46 8.67 1.29 73.71
16-Nov-95 Petty Pool 3 10:46 8.66 0.89 73.80
16-Nov-95 Petty Pool 3 10:46 8.66 2.14 73.72
16-Nov-95 Petty Pool 3 10:46 8.66 1.64 73.80
17-Nov-95 Carr Mill Dam 1 08:33 8.34 0.58 59.99
17-Nov-95 Carr Mill Dam 1 08:33 8.33 0.84 60.39
17-Nov-95 Carr Mill Dam 1 08:33 8.3 2.41 61.68
17-Nov-95 Carr Mill Dam 1 08:33 8.32 2.18 61.52
17-Nov-95 Carr Mill Dam 1 08:33 8.34 1.36 61.22
17-Nov-95 Carr Mill Dam 2 08:47 8.72 1.93 57.54
17-Nov-95 Carr Mill Dam 2 08:47 8.7 3.02 57.64
17-Nov-95 Carr Mill Dam 2 08:47 8.71 0.59 57.56
17-Nov-95 Carr Mill Dam 2 08:47 8.7 1.01 57.63
17-Nov-95 Carr Mill Dam 2 08:47 8.66 4.84 57.55
17-Nov-95 Carr Mill Dam 2 08:47 8.69 4.17 57.58
17-Nov-95 Carr Mill Dam 3 09:00 8.72 2.5 57.86
Light Ratio Conductlvit pH Spec. Con DO Surface Lig Light
64.808 7.35 648.08 39.93 173.46 239.54
64.858 7.34 648.58 40.26 181.48 263.98
46.94 64.8 7.34 648 40.04 291.57 136.85
28.01 64.801 7.35 648.01 39.99 404.26 113.25
65.184 7.68 651.84 60.89 135.52 217.26
8.19 65.094 7.6 650.94 57.08 179.57 14.71
62.28 65.205 7.67 652.05 60.43 155.14 96.62
18.30 65.201 7.65 652.01 60.07 196.59 35.97
65.204 7.67 652.04 60.5 158.5 181.47
36.11 58.2 7.51 582 39.04 129.87 46.9
85.19 58.254 7.49 582.54 37.99 132.31 112.71
43.26 58.282 7.49 582.82 38.55 143.53 62.09
58.318 7.5 583.18 38.18 120.63 235.69
58.191 7.49 581.91 37.87 118.26 237.01
21.42 57.338 7.58 573.38 48.43 408.46 87.49
6.08 56.395 7.56 563.95 44.06 184.68 11.23
57.375 7.63 573.75 52.64 219.42 674.29
57.311 7.61 573.11 51.67 253.93 259.29
24.97 57.555 7.6 575.55 46.99 546.8 136.55
68.42 57.6 7.57 576 45.95 545.73 373.39
68.11 57.591 7.57 575.91 46.81 550.92 375.25
78.05 57.637 7.57 576.37 47.04 557.49 435.12
25.53 57.591 7.59 575.91 47.04 557.49 142.32
3.53 49.454 7.59 494.54 46.62 149.64 5.28
37.99 49.444 7.62 494.44 46.33 154.45 58.67
0.29 ■ 49.468 7.57 494.68 47.67 124.37 0.36
12.38 49.454 7.6 494.54 46.44 151.32 18.74
1.02 49.453 7.57 494.53 46.88 146.74 1.5
63.18 49.446 7.64 494.46 46.19 155.67 98.36
79.55 49.454 7.64 494.54 46.07 153.46 122.08
30.87 49.439 7.59 494.39 44.11 182.09 56.21
49.49 7.61 494.9 44.32 175.52 199
89.48 49.431 7.6 494.31 44.05 158.65 141.96
0.13 49.378 7.53 493.78 43.69 179.57 0.24
1.63 49.416 7.54 494.16 43.66 183.77 3
2.84 49.412 7.55 494.12 44.04 173.08 4.92
8.29 49.442 7.56 494.42 43.67 181.78 15.07
0.56 49.395 7.53 493.95 43.75 170.94 0.96
74.94 49.325 7.61 493.25 44.76 168.42 126.22
0.63 49.316 7.55 493.16 44.58 163.08 1.02
0.04 49.294 7.56 492.94 45.09 156.44 0.06
0.16 49.306 7.55 493.06 44.66 153.92 0.24
3.66 49.343 7.59 493.43 44.64 177.13 6.49
49.369 7.62 493.69 44.9 163.31 205.67
4.78 49.334 7.57 493.34 44.58 169.64 8.11
2.01 49.317 7.56 493.17 44.51 166.82 3.36
56.65 11.448 5 114.48 87.79 30.31 17.17
36.85 11.439 4.99 114.39 88.47 27.71 10.21
54.51 11.437 4.99 114.37 88.14 30.62 16.69
77.30 11.437 5.01 114.37 87.95 31.46 24.32
15.88 11.467 4.83 114.67 86.7 58.25 9.25
34.45 11.485 4.86 114.85 86.58 64.67 22.28
2.09 12.465 6.32 124.65 82.65 48.71 1.02
5.43 11.476 4.86 114.76 86.64 55.28 3
51.95 11.467 4.84 114.67 86.64 64.51 33.51
41.70 11.476 4.85 114.76 86.7 60.77 25.34
0.23 11.439 4.76 114.39 86.06 51.23 0.12
0.00 11.441 4.76 114.41 86.09 54.97 0
2.91 11.469 4.75 114.69 86.5 49.4 1.44
0 11.417 4.74 114.17 85.71 65.28 -0.06
. 62.41 11.48 4.88 .114.8 86.59 69.48 43.36
27.00' 11.478 4.83 114.78 86.5 60.7 16.39
0 11.433 4.75 114.33 85.89 61.69 -0.06
9.70 11.469 4.79 114.69 86.56 61.84 6
29.05 11.476 4.82 114.76 86.51 57.03 16.57
45.49 48.223 7.75 482.23 70.12 92.53 42.09
50.38 48.276 7.76 482.76 70.2 88.56 44.62
29.24 48.23 7.74 482.3 70.26 94.06 27.5
67.82 48.23 7.77 482.3 70.08 93.14 63.17
15.26 48.245 7.74 482.45 70.33 96.81 ' 14.77
70.82 48.106 7.72 481.06 66.38 84.29 59.69
89.48 48.141 7.72 481.41 66.65 83.75 74.94
6.13 48.158 7.58 481.58 65.55 83.14 5.1
26.69 48.104 7.71 481.04 66.34 89.33 23.84
8.64 48.091 7.69 480.91 66.43 92.46 7.99
40.82 48.09 7.71 480.9 66.27 86.5 35.31
8.13 48.091 7.7 480.91 66.37 90.93 7.39
85.72 48.116 7.75 481.16 67.8 94.37 80.89
36.25 48.11 7.73 481.1 67.67 72.22 26.18
35.13 48.118 7.74 481.18 67.75 90.78 31.89
13.07 48.125 7.72 481.25 67.68 73.06 9.55
20.59 48.118 7.73 481.18 67.75 77.57 15.97
49.00 64.851 7.72 648.51 57.03 213.85 104.79
86.83 64.871 7.71 648.71 57.41 68.33 59,33
1.14 64.874 7.68 648.74 58.64 184.91 2.1
4.22 64.863 7.69 648.63 58.49 86.73 3.66
34.57 64.852 7.7 648.52 58.2 64.28 22.22
13.32 64.519 7.69 645.19 54.7 80.7 10.75
1.08 64.494 7.68 644.94 54.8 216.6 2.34
53.99 64.493 7.73 644.93 54.72 257.83 139.19
99.40 64.513 7.71 645.13 54.79 85.36 84.85
0.06 64.473 7.67 644.73 54.71 204.61 0.12
0.21 64.477 7.67 644.77 54.74 226.45 0.48
6.87 64.465 7.71 644.65 55.01 82.99 5.7
Appendix 4
Date Mere Site Time Temperature Depth DO-cor Light Ratio Conductivit pH Spec. Con DO Surface Lig Light
17-Ncv-95 Carr Mill Dam 3 09:00 8.7 0.57 58.09 64.485 7.75 644.85 55.22 92.76 190.54
17-Nov-95 Carr Mill Dam 3 09:00 8.71 3.51 57.89 0.48 64.447 7.69 644.47 55.03 285.46 1.38
17-Nov-95 Carr Mill Dam 3 09:00 8.68 4.78 57.93 0.10 64.414 7.69 644.14 55.07 248.51 0.24
17-Nov-95 Carr Mill Dam 3 09:00 8.71 1.08 58.01 77.93 64.511 7.74 645.11 55.15 83.14 64.79
17-Nov-95 Carr Mill Dam 3 09:00 8.62 5.94 57.54 0.00 64.45 7.68 644.5 54.7 81.31 0
17-Nov-95 Carr Mill Dam 3 09:00 8.72 1.41 57.93 21.70 64.483 7.72 644.83 55.07 85.81 18.62
17-Nov-95 Pennington Flash 1 10:11 8.28 1.52 77.28 67.38 116.27 7.89 1162.7 73.47 215.76 145.38
17-Nov-95 Pennington Flash 1 10:11 8.28 0.59 77.16 89.92 116.252 7.9 1162.52 73.35 458.85 412.6
17-Nov-95 Pennington Flash 1 10:11 8.27 0.8 77.24 116.242 7.9 1162.42 73.43 104.75 359.69
17-Nov-95 Pennington Flash 1 10:11 8.3 2.25 77.38 56.18 116.253 7.89 1162.53 73.56 106.89 60.05
17-N0V-95 Pennington Flash 1 10:11 8.28 3.27 77.62 24.82 116.252 7.89 1162.52 73.79 101.62 25.22
17-No v-95 Pennington Flash 1 10:11 8.28 3.87 77.96 3.74 116.243 7.89 1162.43 74.11 398.38 14.89
17-Nov-95 Pennington Flash 2 10:28 8.08 0.56 75.42 88.05 115.531 7.93 1155.31 71.7 444.65 391.52
17-No v-95 Pennington Flash 2 10:28 8.05 4.12 75.00 10.38 115.472 7.87 1154.72 71.3 103.53 10.75
17-No v-95 Pennington Flash 2 10:28 8.09 2.95 75.53 26.08 115.55 7.88 1155.5 71.8 105.21 27.44
17-Nov-95 Pennington Flash 2 10:28 8.09 1.19 75.99 45.15 115.624 7.91 1156.24 72.24 457.78 206.69
17-Nov-95 Pennington Flash 2 10:28 8.08 0.57 75.77 86.66 115.568 7.93 1155.68 72.03 455.34 394.58
17-Nov-95 Pennington Flash 2 10:-28 8.08 2.08 75.77 55.42 115.541 7.89 1155.41 72.03 96.43 53.44
17-Nov-95 Pennington Flash 2 10:28 8.08 0.7 75.62 76.21 115.512 7.92 1155.12 71.89 444.5 338.74
17-Nov-95 Pennington Flash 2 10:28 8.04 4.85 73.97 1.43 115.536 7.86 1155.36 70.32 410.14 5.88
17-Nov-95 Pennington Flash 3 10:52 8.08 2.1 74.83 17.48 116.66 7.88 1166.6 71.14 173.46 30.32
17-Nov-95 Pennington Flash 3 10:52 8.12 0.88 75.39 52.87 116.737 7.9 1167.37 71.67 549.4 290.46
17-Nov-95 Pennington Flash 3 10:52 8.12 0.37 75.31 116.811 7.9 1168.11 71.6 114.06 696.45
• 17-Nov-95 Pennington Flash 3 10:52 8.11 1.56 75.27 19.29 116.727 7.89 1167.27 71.56 540.77 104.31
17-Nov-95 Pennington Flash 3 10:52 8.12 0.55 75.18 72.16 116.746 7.9 1167.46 71.47 529.7 382.21
20-Nov-95 Combermere 1 09:15 8.62 3.31 57.40 8.15 51.269 7.77 512.69 54.2 233.55 19.04
20-Nov-95 Combermere 1 09:15 8.62 2.48 56.69 13.09 51.27 7.78 512.7 53.53 262.79 34.41
20-Nov-96 Combermere 1 09:15 8.61 4.24 58.14 3.76 51.268 7.76 512.68 54.9 224 8.41
20-Nov-95 Combermere 1 09:15 8.62 0.57 56.04 38.67 51.278 7.8 512.78 52.91 251.41 96.98
20-Nov-95 Combermere 1 09:15 8.6 4.93 58.56 2.09 51.276 7.76 512.76 55.29 227.29 4.74
20-Nov-95 Combermere 1 09:15 8.62 1.12 56.10 23.94 51.278 7.79 512.78 52.97 244.54 58.55
20-Nov-95 Combermere 1 09:15 8.62 1.71 56.23 9.11 51.269 7.79 512.69 53.09 269.51 24.56
20-Nov-95 Combermere 2 09:44 8.66 8.4 52.92 19.19 51.04 '7 .78 510.4 49.97 272.79 52.36
20-Nov-95 Combermere 2 09:44 8.68 0.56 53.68 42.47 51.088 7.81 510.88 50.68 318.52 135.29
20-Nov-95 Combermere 2 09:44 8.68 1.14 53.55 21.44 51.089 7.81 510.89 50.56 334.17 71.64
20-Nov-95 Combermere 2 09:44 8.69 . 1.69 53.40 27.63 51.09 7.78 510.9 50.42 317.3 87.67
20-Nov-95 Combermere 2 09:44 8.68 2.69 53.28 35.89 51.089 7.8 510.89 50.31 215.3 77.28
20-Nov-95 Combermere 2 09:44 8.68 4.26 53.03 23.75 51.062 7.79 510.62 50.07 272.26 64.67
20-Nov-96 Combermere 2 09:44 8.68 7.3 52.97 24.02 51.034 7.78 510.34 50.01 207.51 49.84
20-Nov-95 Combermere 2 09:44 8.68 5.86 52.89 18.24 51.052 7.77 510.52 49.94 267.67 48.82
20-Nov-95 Combermere 3 09:57 8.61 8.34 52.84 6.86 50.911 7.77 509.11 49.89 223.24 15.31
20-Nov-95 Combermere 3 09:57 8.62 7.09 53.35 8.45 50.912 7.77 509.12 50.37 228.89 19.34
20-Nov-95 Combermere 3 09:57 8.62 3.99 53.81 13.04 50.941 7.79 509.41 50.81 221.94 28.94
20-Nov-95 Combermere 3 09:57 8.62 5.48 53.88 12.15 50.914 7.78 509.14 50.87 225.38 27.38
20-Nov-95 Combermere 3 09:57 8.63 1.27 53.99 44.88 50.961 7.82 509.61 50.98 208.73 93.68
20-Nov-95 Combermere 3 09:57 8.45 10.59 43.96 9.14 51.459 7.7 514.59 41.51 233.85 21.38
20-Nov-95 Combermere 3 09:57 8.63 2.87 53.74 15.49 50.951 7.79 509.51 50.74 219.5 33.99
20-Nov-95 Combermere 3 09:57 8.63 0.74 54.13 66.92 50.961 7.82 509.61 51.11 207.36 138.77
20-Nov-95 Combermere 3 09:57 8.62 0.57 54.01 75.51 50.969 7.8 509.69 51 208.05 157.09
20-Nov-95 Combermere 3 09:57 8.52 9.77 48.69 8.91 51.096 7.72 510.96 45.97 239.96 21.38
20-Nov-95 Oss 1 11:31 5.45 0.54 67.10 92.14 51.126 7.92 511.26 63.36 191.4 176.36
20-Nov-95 Oss 1 11:31 5.45 ■ 0.42 66.96 51.165 7.92 511.65 63.22 189.95 261.03
20-Nov-95 Oss 1 11:31 5.46 0.17 66.92 51.167 7.92 511.67 63.19 189.19 208.55
20-Nov-95 Oss 1 11:31 5.44 0.67 67.37 60.86 51.134 7.94 511.34 63.61 195.75 119.14
20-Nov-95 Oss 2 11:39 5.44 0.21 65.38 51.134 7.84 511.34 61.73 207.97 223.02
20-Nov-95 Oss 2 11:39 5.43 0.62 65.48 61.34 51.083 7.84 510.83 61.83 210.18 128.93
20-Nov-95 Oss ' 2 11:39 5.43 0.5 65.48 51.103 7.84 511.03 61.83 199.04 265.66
20-NOV-95 Oss 2 11:39 5.43 0.81 66.00 46.27 51.083 7.85 510.83 62.32 199.73 92.42
20-NOV-95 Oss 2 11:39 5.44 1.1 66.55 24.33 51.085 7.86 510.85 62.84 194.53 47.32
20-Nov-95 Oss 3 11:45 5.42 0.21 64.91 98.29 51.06 7.97 510.6 61.29 209.73 206.15
20-Nov-95 Oss 3 11:45 5.57 2.03 44.83 5.61 50.329 7.48 503.29 42.33 201.33 11.29
20-NOV-95 Oss 3 11:45 5.42 0.56 64.69 71.80 51.03 7.96 510.3 61.08 213.01 152.95
20-Nov-95 Oss 3 11:45 5.42 0.65 64.69 50.02 51.03 7.95 510.3 61.08 212.02 106.05
20-Nov-95 Oss 3 11:45 5.42 1.61 64.48 11.91 51.03 7.92 510.3 60.88 207.74 24.74
20-NOV-95 Oss 3 11:45 5.42 1.05 64.76 27.60 51.03 7.95 510.3 61.15 209.73 57.89
2D-Nov-95 Quoisley 1 13:04 6.16 0.54 47.65 77.38 57.667 7.67 576.67 44.99 99.33 76.86
20-Nov-95 Quoisley 1 13:04 6.16 1.67 47.50 22.47 57.705 7.67 577.05 44.85 99.94 22.46
20-Nov-95 Quoisley 1 13:04 6.16 1.13 47.92 37.79 57.685 7.67 576.85 45.25 99.79 37.71
20-Nov-95 Quoisley 1 13:04 6.16 0.22 47.79 90.90 57.715 7.66 577.15 45.12 98.95 89.95
20-Nov-95 Quoisley 1 13:04 6.16 0.54 47.86 75.33 57.676 7.66 576.76 45.19 101.39 76.38
20-Nov-95 Quoisley 1 13:04 6.16 1.14 47.00 35.87 57.686 7.67 576.86 44.38 99.1 35.55
20-Nov-95 Quoisley 1 13:04 6.16 0.81 47.72 46.94 57.676 7.66 576.76 45.06 99.79 46.84
20-Nov-95 Quoisley 2 13:17 6.2 0.52 46.65 87.81 57.574 7.68 575.74 44.05 74.13 65.09
20-Nov-95 Quoisley 2 13:17 6.2 0.67 46.43 62.39 57.564 7.67 575.64 43.84 74.59 46.54
20-Nov-95 Quoisley 2 13:17 6.2 1.25 46.22 27.83 57.554 7.66 575.54 43.64 75.74 21.08
20-Nov-95 Quoisley 2 13:17 6.2 2 45.37 7.60 57.497 7.63 574.97 42.84 79.78 6.06
20-NOV-95 Quoisley 3 13:27 6.18 0.53 46.90 74.91 57.514 7.72 575.14 44.28 57.64 43.18
20-Nov-95 Quoisley 3 13:27 6.19 0.6 46.81 56.77 57.515 7.72 575.15 44.2 58.71 33.33
20-Nov-95 Quoisley 3 13:27 6.19 1.71 46.31 14.33 57.515 7.71 575.15 43.73 60.77 8.71
20-Nov-95 Quoisley 3 13:27 6.19 1.94 46.60 9.33 57.534 7.71 575.34 44 63.67 5.94
20-Nov-95 Quoisley 3 13:27 6.18 1.14 46.69 30.69 57.524 7.72 575.24 44.08 59.7 18.32
Mere Date Time Stt Pos. Total Suspende Suspended Solid Chlorophyll PhaeophytlnTo\B\ Nitrate Nitrite Ammonia ortho- Silicate
Solids Solids - Ash Phosphorus phosphate
jjfl/lltre Mg/I it re Mfl/lltre Pfl/lltre pg/lltre Mfl/lltre pg/lftre Mg/litre pg/lttre pg/lltre
Little Mere 13/11/95 09:35 1 T 3 6.7 47.1 20.2 80 252.0 8.3 100 71.5 3910
Little Mere 13/11/95 09:36 1 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 58 237.0 8.1 101 27.1 3940
Little Mere 13/11/95 09:50 2 T 5 6.7 32.1 6.1 80 254.0 . 8.5 104 53.2 3910
Little Mere 13/11/95 09:61 2 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 61 249.0 8.6 111 28.7 3910
Little Mere 13/11/95 09:55 3 T 3 6.7 31.4 8.0 73 245.0 7.4 103 28.7 3890
Little Mere 13/11/95 09:56 3 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 73 221.0 7.5 169 29.2 4080
Mere Mere 13/11/95 10:30 1 T 12 6.7 185.0 26.7 228 3.4 1.5 54 78.1 6060
Mere Mere 13/11/95 10:31 1 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 230 27.5 1.7 82 65.9 6120
Mere Mere 13/11/95 10:40 2 T 22 6.7 243.0 42.4 362 2.6 0.7 101 74.7 5890
Mere Mere 13/11/95 10:41 2 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 220 2.0 1.0 95 66.3 6020
Mere Mere 13/11/95 10:55 3 T 18 6.7 211.0 41.0 252 2.0 1.0 108 68.7 5910
Mere Mere 13/11/95 10:66 3 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 249 3.4 1.1 174 92.9 6110
Rostherne 13/11/95 12:40 1 T 2 6.7 4.6 1.1 220 568.0 31.3 94 203 1380
Rostherne 13/11/95 12:41 1 B -999 -999.0 -999,0 •999.0 473 537.0 129.0 644 402 2790
Rostherne 13/11/95 13:20 2 T 6 6.7 7.9 2.7 219 595.0 29.9 80 200 1400
Rostherne 13/11/95 13:21 2 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 629 296.0 46.5 1250 549 3490
Rostherne 13/11/95 13:60 3 T 4 6.7 9.6 6.1 216 603.0 32.2 99 202 1390
Rostherne 13/11/95 13:61 3 B -999 -999.0 ■999.0 -999.0 581 469.0 192.0 901 497 3420
Tatton Mere 13/11/95 15:20 1 T 2 6.7 5.4 4.5 220 287.0 15.4 228 238 7440
Tatton Mere 13/11/95 15:21 1 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 303 292.0 14.8 244 168 7750
Chapel Mere 14/11/95 09:30 1 T 2 6.7 4.6 0.3 1650 70.3 12.8 509 1540 14500
Chapel Mere 14/11/95 09:31 1 B •999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 1630 68.2 17.3 480 1560 14400
Chapel Mere 14/11/95 09:40 2 T 1 6.7 5.0 1.5 1670 70.4 13.5 525 1580 14500
Chapel Mere 14/11/95 09:41 2 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 1670 62.1 17.1 504 1370 14500
Chapel Mere 14/11/95 09:50 3 T 1 6.7 5.0 2.4 1660 77.7 16.8 484 1380 14400
Chapel Mere 14/11/95 09:61 3 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 •999.0 1730 71.9 17.7 526 1560 14600
Betley 14/11/95 11:40 1 T 7 6.7 102.0 10.9 694 422.0 24.6 34 524 11300
Betley 14/11/95 11:41 1 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 687 454.0 26.7 35 575 11400
Betley 14/11/95 11:65 2 T 6 6.7 52.5 6.7 674 545.0 19.3 67 570 11200
Betiey 14/11/95 11:56 2 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 688 528.0 24.7 72 476 11200
Betley 14/11/95 12:00 3 T -999 •999.0 56.8 -999.0 -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999 -999 -999
Betley 14/11/95 12:01 3 B •999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 681 715.0 31.1 80 450 11400
Redes 14/11/95 13:45 ' 1 T 9 6.7 95.7 . 62.4 119 552.0 15.2 68 16.4 1800
Redes 14/11/95 13:46 1 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 124 623.0 14.0 64 21.5 2140
Redes 14/11/95 14:00 2 T 6 6.7 49.6 16,6 89 917.0 12.6 69 10.4 2280
Redes 14/11/95 14:01 2 B -999 ' -999.0 -999.0 -999,0 65 803,0 11.4 97 8.7 2520
Redes 14/11/95 14:15 3 T 7 6.7 87.5 14,6 109 906,0 14.3 79 18.3 2450
Redes 14/11/95 14:16 3 B •999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 77 911.0 14.8 92 23.1 2460
Budworth 14/11/95 15:35 1 T 2 6.7 5.7 0,6 786 1620.0 142,0 490 657 8550
Budworth 14/11/95 15:36 1 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 795 1590.0>x 138.0 526 654 8500
Budworth 14/11/95 15:45 2 T 2 6.7 6.1 2.6 792 1590.0 154.0 499 702 8520
Budworth 14/11/95 15:46 2 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 817 1550.0 134.0 477 699 8640
Budworth 14/11/95 16:00 3 T 2 6.7' 3.6 1.8 781 1640.0 158.0 501 682 8480
Budworth 14/11/95 16:01 3 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 784 1650.0 149.0 490 638 8550
Tabley Mere 15/11/95 08:55 1 T 2 6.7 5.0 3.3 414 890.0 111.0 298 357 2580
Tabley Mere 15/11/95 08:56 1 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 442 849.0 106.0 291 351 2810
Tabley Mere 15/11/95 09:10 2 T 3 6.7 7.1 1.9 341 2940.0 121.0 665 269 4320
Tabley Mere 15/11/95 09:11 2 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 353 2850,0 121.0 632 274 4300
Tabley Mere 15/11/95 09:25 3 T 2 6.7 7.1 0.3 419 947.0 114.0 301 331 2680
Tabley Mere 15/11/95 09:26 3 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 435 805.0 101.0 340 347 3200
Tabley Moat 15/11/95 10:20 1 T 1 6.7 48.6 31.2 701 199.0 18.4 406 608 14900
Tabley Moat 15/11/95 10:21 1 B -999 -999.0 -999,0 -999.0 708 194.0 17.4 408 616 14800
Tabley Moat 15/11/95 10:35 2 T 16 11.0 115.0 1.2 698 65.5 9.0 179 595 15600
Tabley Moat 15/11/95 10:36 2 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 714 66.7 8.6 186 603 15900
Tabley Moat 15/11/95 10:45 3 T 6 6.7 72.8 20.3 715 81.9 9.3 232 645 15700
Tabley Moat 15/11/95 10:46 ' 3 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 715 82.9 9.5 243 599 15600
Pick Mere 15/11/95 12:00 1 T 4 6.7 29.3 1.5 122 152.0 3.7 23 52,1 1930
Pick Mere 15/11/95 12:01 1 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 100 146.0 3.4 25 53.9 2070
Pick Mere 15/11/95 12:15 2 T 6 6.7 29.3 16.2 128 149.0 3.5 29 42.1 1990
Pick Mere 15/11/95 12:16 —  2 B -999 -999.0 -999,0 -999.0 120 146.0 3.3 34 66.2 2130
Pick Mere 15/11/95 12:30 3 T 6 6.7 42.8 9.8 122 145.0 3.7 22 47.8 1930
Pick Mere 15/11/95 12:31 3 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 119 143.0 3.5 24 43.7 1910
Hatchmere 15/11/95 13:50 1 T 11 6.7 31.4 7.1 85 74.2 4.3 175 20 625
Hatchmere 15/11/95 13:51 1 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 89 78.3 4.3 176 21.5 660
Hatchmere 15/11/95 14:00 2 T 2 6.7 22.8 5.4 92 54.5 3.7 190 23.9 651
Hatchmere 15/11/95 14:01 2 B -999 -999.0 •999.0 -999.0 89 55.1 4.0 198 23.8 674
Hatchmere 15/11/95 14:06 3 T 5 6.7 25.0 9.4 117 56.9 4.0 190 23.1 657
Hatchmere 15/11/95 14:07 3 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 88 55.4 4.6 204 23.4 692
Oakmere 16/11/95 08:55 1 T 3 6.7 25.3 12.2 104 2.5 0.7 16.7 65.7 610
Oakmere 16/11/95 08:56 1 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 101 9.3 1.5 30.2 73 615
Oakmere 16/11/95 09:05 2 T 2 6.7 30.0 5.7 129 2.0 0.9 , 10.3 64.4 647
Oakmere 16/11/95 09:06 2 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 130 2.0 0.9 9.7 62.8 641
Oakmere 16/11/95 09:20 3 T 2 6.7 27.1 5.4 104 2.0 0.7 10.2 66.5 634
Oakmere 16/11/95 09:21 3 B -999 ■999.0 -999.0 -999.0 107 1120.0 0.8 10 70.8 647
Petty Pool 16/11/95 10:35 1 T 3 6.7 12.1 4.3 121 1120.0 30.0 161 83.5 2970
Petty Pool 16/11/95 10:36 1 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 120 1120.0 30.2 159 89.4 2960
Petty Pool 16/11/95 10:50 2 T 3 6.7 18.6 3.0 120 1040.0 28.8 151 82.8 2960
Petty Pool 16/11/95 10:51 2 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 116 1050.0 29.2 152 89.5 2960
Petty Pool 16/11/95 11:05 3 T 3 6.7 12.9 9.4 123 1080.0 29.1 156 83.7 2950
Petty Pool 16/11/95 11:06 3 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 118 1080.0 28.9 160 92 3000
Marbury Big Mere 16/11/95 12:45 1 T 5 6.7 7.5 3.2 450 1080.0 21.1 1470 455 2980
Marbury Big Mere 16/11/95 12:46 1 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 •999.0 443 517.0 21.5 1460 433 1200
Marbury Big Mere 16/11/95 12:55 2 T 4 6.7 8.6 2.7 450 523.0 21.2 1510 455 121.0
Marbury Big Mere 16/11/95 12:56 2 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 460 518.0 21.3 1480 446 1240
Marbury Big Mere 16/11/95 13:10 3 T 13 6.7 9.6 4.6 448 519.0 21.1 1480 370 1240
Marbury Big Mere 16/11/95 13:11 3 B -999 -999,0 -999.0 -999.0 446 521.0 21.8 1470 390 1210
Carr Mill Dam 17/11/95 08:45 1 T 13 6.7 15.7 0.3 1080 248Q.0 74.2 559 899 6180
Carr Mill Dam 17/11/95 08:46 1 B •999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 531 764.0 28.1 1330 489 1940
Carr Mill Dam 17/11/95 09:00 2 T 5 6.7 11.8 4.0 821 1740.0 69.8 641 659 5580
Carr Mill Dam 17/11/95 09:01 2 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 809 1750.0 69.2 654 691 5590
Carr Mill Dam 17/11/95 09:15 3 T 5 6.7 10.0 2.2 807 1740.0 70.1 641 659 5620
Carr Mill Dam 17/11/95 09:16 3 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 809 1740.0 68.6 651 666 5600
Pennington Flash 17/11/95 10:30 1 T 4 6.7 6.1 1.7 259 394,0 21.8 342 196 7420
Pennington Flash 17/11/95 10:31 1 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 270 402.0 22.0 312 210 7390
Pennington Flash 17/11/95 10:50 2 T 4 6.7 7.1 1.9 248 389.0 23.4 308 203 7410
Pennington Flash 17/11/95 10:51 2 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 266 410.0 23.0 309 213 7390
Pennington Flash 17/11/95 11:05 3 T 7 6.7 6.4 4.7 305 380.0 22.2 323 206 7370
Pennington Flash 17/11/95 11:06 3 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 254 401.0 22.4 322 194 7420
Combermere 20/11/95 09:30 1 T 1 6.7 10.0 0.1 403 153.0 23.4 879 453 5810
Combermere 20/11/95 09:31 1 B •999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 402 158.0 23.8 892 363 5770
Combermere 20/11/95 09:50 2 T 1 6.7 4.3 2.5 419 144,0 22.8 906 360 5860
Combermere 20/11/95 09:51 2 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 400 145.0 23.3 799 377 5790
Combermere 20/11/95 10:15 3 T 1 6.7 7.9 1.9 394 143.0 22.8 904 399 5890
Mere Date Time Sit Pos. Total Suspende Suspended Solid Chlorophyll PhaeophytlnToXa\ Nitrate Nitrite Ammonia ortho- Silicate
Solids Solids - Ash Phosphorus Phosphate
pg/lltre pg/lttre pg/lltre Mg/lltre Mg/lltre (jg/litre pg/litre pg/lltre tig/lltre Mg/lltre
Combermere 20/11/95 10:16 3 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 394 138.0 21.3 923 335 5968
Oss Mere 20/11/95 11:50 1 T 9 6.7 16.4 0.1 333 43.2 4.0 300 249 2810
Oss Mere 20/11/95 11:51 1 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 313 42.2 3.8 318 214 2820
Oss Mere 20/11/95 11:56 2 T -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 296 39.2 3.6 302 235 2820
Oss Mere 20/11/95 11:57 2 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 342 39.4 3.5 315 209 2830
Oss Mere 20/11/95 12:01 3 T 4 6.7 17.1 8.4 303 35.2 3.8 406 245 2850
Oss Mere 20/11/95 12:02 3 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -599.0 305 35.7 3.8 319 245 2830
Quoisley Big Mere 20/11/95, 13:21 1 T 4 6.7 36.4 10.4 69 50.6 1.5 29.4 26.6 7080
Quoisley Big Mere’ 20/11/95 13:22 1 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999.0 74 51.3 1.6 33.9 24.8 7060
Quoisley Big Mere 20/11/95 13:31 2 T 7 6.7 30.0 7.4 76 52.2 1.4 31.1 30.5 7130
Quoisley Big Mere 20/11/95 13:32 2 B -999 -999.0 -999.0 -999..0 119 52.5 1.4 32.8 21.8 6790
Quoisley Big Mere 20/11/95 13:42 3 T 6 6.7 32.1 9.5 99 50.5 1.7 32.8 26.5 7090
Quoisley Big Mere 20/11/95 13:43 3 B -999 •399.0 -999.0 -999.0 69 61.7 1.8 30.6 24.1 7020
Appendix 5
Visual Estimates of Shoreline Land Use Types
Reed Grass Woodland Embankme
Mere Mere 0 30 70 0
Little Mere 40 10 50 0
Rostherne 90 5 5 0
Tatton 0 50 50 0
Chapel 90 0 10 0
Betley 90 10 0 0
Budworth
Tabley 20 40 40 0
Tabley Moat 20 40 40 0
Pick 40 20 30 10
Hatchmere 95 5 0 0
Oakmere 100 0 0 0
Petty Pool 45 0 55 0
Marbury Big Mer 40 20 40 0
Carr Mill Dam 0 40 50 10
Pennington Flas 60 30 5 5
Combermere 60. 20 20 0
Oss Mere 10 50 40 0
Quoisley Big Mer 45 10 45 0
Appendix 6.0 The Hydrology of Oakmere.
The following are summaries of Hydrological Reports on Oakmere. These reports are 
held by the Ground Water Section of the Environmental Agency at Richard Fairclough 
House, Warrington.
Hydrogeological Report No. 250A. 'Falling Water Levels - Oakmere Area 
Cheshire', 1992.
Worries have been raised about the low level of water in Oakmere and local water 
courses. Studies have been carried out of the Geology and Hydrogeology of the 
catchment with the aim of understanding the water system of which Oakmere is part.
The area in question is underlaid by an extensive belt o f Glacial Middle Sands, Figure 1C. 
The bedrock below this glacial drift is Permo-Triassic Mercia Mudstones and Tarporley , 
Mudstones, both of these are relatively impermeable, Figure IB. 0.5 km to the west is the 
major Sherwood Sandstone aquifer. This aquifer is heavily exploited for public supply and 
water levels have been depressed to well below ground level. Abstraction is in excess of 
recharge. ^
The water level in Oakmere represents the water table in the Superficial sands.
A hydraulic gradient exists from south to north in the Superficial sands, from Oakmere to 
Fir Brook. Water does flow from the superficial sands to the western aquifer, however 
because of the geological structure of the area increased abstraction from the aquifer does 
not increase the size of this flow. i.e. the rate of flow from the Superficial sands to the 
aquifer does not depend on the level of water in the aquifer.
Levels of ground water in the Superficial sands and the aquifer have been seen to fall since 
the late 1980's. Over the same period the effective rainfall and therefore recharge has 
fallen well short of the long term average. Water levels in Oakmere will only rise 
following a long period of above average rainfall.
Hydrogeological Report no. 335. 'Experimental Limnology on Four Cheshire Meres 
(Special Reference to Oakmere)', L. R. Carvalho, Ph.D Thesis June 1993.
Water was abstracted from Oakmere between 1926 and 1948, Evidence from changes in 
water level during periods of abstraction indicate that the lake is not impermeable.
The catchment area of Oakmere is relatively flat to the south of the lake. This makes 
estimation of its catchment area difficult. Also the surface area of the lake is heavily 
dependent on its depth.
Evidence from water budget calculations indicate that Oakmere is a surface manifestation 
of ground water; the water output emerging elsewhere.
Hydrogeological Report No. 250B. English Nature 'An investigation of the 
Hydrology of Oakmere, Cheshire' February 1992, Environmental Advisory Unit 
Ltd.
This covers similar ground to Reports 250 and 355. Points of interest are:
1) Specifically states that water levels in aquifer have always been lower that those in 
the glacial sands and hence a lowering of aquifer water levels should not increase the flow 
of water from the glacial sands to the aquifer. The head driving water in this direction is 
dependent on the height of water in the glacial sands not the level in the aquifer.
2) Includes anecdotal evidence from the Ferguson family, owners of the mere, noting 
that Oakmere experienced considerable variation in water level in the past. Levels were 
particularly low around 1934. He also states that there is an annual cycle in water level, 
falling 1 metre in summer and recovering during winter,
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